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Abstract 

Conformal Field Theory on Affine Lie Groups 

by 

Kenneth Sherman Clubok 

Doctor of Philosophy in Physics 

U Diversity of California~ Berkeley 

Professor Martin B. Halpern, Chair 

Working directly on affine Lie. groups, we construct several new formulations of the 

WZW model, the gauged · WZW model, and the generic affine-Virasoro action. In 

one formulation each of these conformal field theories ( CFTs) is expressed as a one

dimensional mechanical system whose variables are coordinates on the affine Lie 

group. When written in terms of the affine group element, this formulation ex

hibits a two-dimensional WZW term. In another formulation each CFT is written 

as a two-dimensional field theory, with a three-dimensional WZW term, whose fields 

are coordinates on the affine group. On the basis of these equivalent formulations, 

we develop a translation dictionary in which the new formulations on the affine Lie 

group are understood as mode formulations of the conventional formulations on the 

Lie group. Using this dictionary, we also express each CFT as a three-dimensional 

field theory on the Lie group with a four-dimensional WZW term. 

M Cirl-t ~ 1!.. ~ 1 ~,-r 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Overview 

Affine Lie algebra, or current algebra on 5 1 , was discovered independently in math

ematics [1, 2] and physics [3]. A large class of conformal field theories, including the 

affine-Sugawara constructions [3-7], the coset constructions [3, 4, 8], and the generic 

affine-Virasoro construction [9, 10] are constructed from the currents of the affine 

algebras. In these constructions, the energy-momentum stress tensor is expressed 

as a bilinear of the affine currents. Passage from the Hamiltonian formulation to 

the action,formulation of these theories yields their world-sheet descriptions. In this 

way, the affine-Sugawara construction is equivalent to the WZW model [11, 12], the 

coset constructions are equivalent to the gauged WZW model [13-17], and the generic 

affine-Virasoro construction is equivalent to the generic affine-Virasoro action [18]. In 

all these world-sheet descriptions, the conformal field theories have been described in 

terms of variables on the Lie group manifold. See Ref. [19] for a more detailed history 

of affine Lie algebra and conformal field theory. 

Affine Lie groups, which are generated by the affine algebras, are infinite dimen

sional generalizations of Lie groups. This thesis discusses equivalent reformulations 

of the WZW model, the gauged WZW model, and the generic affine-Virasoro action 

in terms of coordinates on the corresponding affine Lie groups. These reformulations 

of conformal field theory are based on recent work by Halpern and Sochen [20], who 

used the coordinates on the affine Lie group G to construct a new first-order differ

ential representation of affine g x g. In Ref. [21], that representation was used to 

construct several reformulations of the WZW model. This work repeats the treatment 

of Ref. [21] for the WZW model, and then goes on to generalize the treatment to the 

gauged WZW model and the generic affine-Virasoro action. 
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An outline of this thesis is as follows. The remainder of this chapter presents 

a brief review of affine Lie algebra and its role in conformal field theory. The fol

lowing three chapters are devoted respectively to the affine-Sugawara constructions 

and the WZW model, the coset constructions and the gauged WZW model, and the 

generic affine-Virasoro construction and the generic affine-Virasoro action. In each 

of these chapters, the formulation on the Lie group is first discussed, followed by the 

translation onto the affine Lie group. 

The overall picture which emerges is a quartet of equivalent formulations of each 

conformal field theory, 

constraint 
g(x(r)) ----- g(x(r, a)) 

modes l constraint modes l 
g(x(r, a))---- g(x(r, a,&)) (1.1.1) 

where g is a Lie group element, g is an affine Lie group element, xis the target space 

coordinate on the group or affine group manifold, and T, a, and & are the appropriate 

base space coordinates for each formulation. This picture shows that the operation 

of moding is a partial transmutation between the base space and the target space. 

This picture is discussed in detail in Section 2.8. 

As the picture makes clear, this work presents a plethora of formulations of 

conformal field theories. All told, there are twelve such formulations: four each for 

the WZW model, the gauged WZW model, and the generic affine-Virasoro action. 

(In addition, many of the formulations are expressed in several different ways.) Two 

of those formulations - the conventional formulations of the WZW model and the 

gauged WZW model - are not at all original to this work. Four of the formulations 

- the new formulations of the WZW model and the original formulation of the 

linearized. generic affine-Virasoro action - were first presented in previous papers 

(21-23] on which I collaborated. The other six formulations are completely original 

to this thesis. 

1.2 Preliminaries: Affine Lie algebra and conformal field 

theory 

Mathematically an affine Lie algebra (1, 2, 3] g is the loop algebra of a finite di

mensional Lie algebra g (maps from 5 1 ---+ g) with a central extension. The gener

ators of the affine algebra, called the affine currents, can be represented as Ja(a), 

2 



a= 1 ... dimg with u the angle parametrizing 5 1
. The Fourier modes Ja(m), mE ll., 

of the currents are often used as a convenient basis. See Ref. [1] for a detailed discus

sion of affine Lie algebras in mathematics. 

The mode algebra of untwisted simple affine g is 

(1.2.1) 

where a, b, c = 1 ... dim g, and !abc and TJab are respectively the structure constants 

and Killing metric of g. In terms of the local currents Ja ( u), the algebra is written 

[ Ja ( 0'), Jb( u') = 27ri [Jab c Jc ( 0' )8 ( 0' - u') + kTJab8tT8 ( 0' - u')] 

Ja( 0') = L::e-im<T Ja( m) 
m 

(1.2.2a) 

(1.2.2b) 

where 0 :::; u < 21r For simplicity, the discussion in this thesis is restricted to simple 

compact g. 

The currents of affine Lie algebras are used to generate conformal field theories 

via the affine-Virasoro construction [9, 10], 

Lab= 2kLacGcaLdb- Led Lef fee a fa/- Led Jc/ fa/a Lb)e 

C = 2kTJabL ab 

(1.2.3a) 

(1.2.3b) 

( 1.2.3c) 

where (1.2.3b) is the Virasoro master equation. The master equation is a large set 

of coupled quadratic equations for the inverse inertia tensor Lab. For each solution 

Lab of the master equation, one obtains a conformal field theory with central charge c 

given in (1.2.3c). Generically-irrational central charge, even on positive integer levels 

of the affine algebra, is an immediate consequence of the quadratic structure of the 

master equation. Some important properties of the master equation are as follows: 

a) Affine-Sugawara construction [3-7]. The affine-Sugawara construction is the sim

plest solution of the master equation, with 

ab 
Lab= _TJ __ 

g 2k + Qg 
2kdimg 

c ----
g- 2k + Qg 

where TJab is the inverse Killing metric, and Q g'f/ab = - fac d fbdc. 

(1.2.4) 

b) K-conjugation covariance [3, 4, 8, 24, 9]. A central feature of the master equation 

is that its solutions come in K-conjugate pairs L and L, where 

C + C = c9 • (1.2.5) 
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The corresponding K-conjugate stress tensors T and T, 

T(z)T(w) =reg. (1.2.6) 

commute and sum to the affine-Sugawara stress tensor T9 • 

K-conjugation is used to generate additional solutions, as in the familiar case 

of the coset constructions [3, 4, 8] Th + Tgfh = T9 • At the level of dynamics, K

conjugation also provides the minimal local symmetry of any ICFT, as discussed 

below. 

c) Semi-classical solutions [25, 26]. On simple g, the generic solutions of the master 

equation live in level-families Lab(k) whose high-level forms are 

c =rank P + O(k-1
) 

p2 =P 

ab 
Lab+ Lab= Lab= '!!_ + O(k-2) 

g 2k 

c =rank P + O(k-1
) c9 = dimg + O(k- 1

) 

(1.2.7a) 

(1.2. 71J) 

(1.2.7c) 

(1.2. 7d) 

where P and P are the high-level projectors of the L and the L theory respectively. 

Here, high-level is taken to be synonymous with semi-classical because 1/ k takes the 

role of n. 
The partial classification [27, 28] of ICFT by graph theory is based on these high

level forms, and it is believed [19] that the generic level-family is generically unitary 

on positive integer levels of g. 
d) Dynamics and gauge theories [18, 29, 22]. The basic Hamiltonian of the generic 

affine-Virasoro construction .is 

(1.2.8) 

where the barred currents J are right-mover copies of the left-mover currents J. In 

general, this basic Hamiltonian must be gauged, according to the local symmetry 

group of H0 • 

For the g / h coset constructions the symmetry algebra of H0 is affine H, which 

leads to a world-sheet description by spin-one (or Lie-algebra) gauged WZW models 

[13-17]. The coset constructions and gauged WZW models are discussed in Chapter 

3. 

In the space of all conformal field theories, the coset constructions are only special 

points of higher symmetry. For the generic affine-Virasoro construction Lab, the 
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symmetry group of Ho is Diff sl X Diff sl' generated by the left- and right-mover 

stress tensors 

'i' =Lab *1 J * * a b * (1.2.9) 

of the K-conjugate theory £ab. As a consequence, the world-sheet action of the generic 

ICFT is a spin-two gauged WZW model [18, 22], as discussed in Chapter 4. 
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Chapter 2 

Affine-Sugawara Constructions 

and the WZW Model 

We begin with a description of the conventional \VZW model. The purpose of this 

section is to illustrate the general approach to conformal field theory that is em

ployed throughout this thesis. The strategy is to begin with a classical Hamiltonian 

constructed from a high-level solution to the Virasoro master equation. Using a 

canonical representation of the classical affine currents, this Hamiltonian is written 

in terms of canonical variables. It is then straightforward to make the transition to 

the action formulation of the theory. 

After discussing the conventional formulation of the WZW model, we move to 

the formulation on the affine Lie group. This discussion is divided into three parts. 

In Part I, we discuss the first-order differential representation of affine g x g from 

Ref. [20]. Part II applies this representation to construct the formulations of the 

WZW model on the affine Lie groups. Part III presents a translation dictionary 

between the formulations on the Lie group and those on the affine group. 

The affine-Sugawara constructions were first studied in [3-7], and the WZW 

action was first studied in [11, 12]. The steps shown in Section 2.1 are largely taken 

from Ref. [30]. The remainder of the chapter (Parts I-III), discussing the formulation 

of the WZW model on the affine group manifold and the relations among the various 

formulations, gives results that were presented in Ref. [21]. 
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2.1 The WZW Model on the Group Manifold 

We begin on the group manifold G with group element g( x) E G in matrix represen

tation T, 
(2.1.1) 

and a set of coordinates xi( a, r), i = 1 ... dim g. We take the base space to be a 

cylindrical worldsheet, with T E IR and 0:::; a < 21r. Introduce the left-invariant and 

right-invariant vielbeins e;, e; and the antisymmetric tensor field B;j by 

· -1!::1 arr 
e; = -zg u;g = e; .1. a 

- . a -1 - arr e; = -zg ;g = e; .l.a 

!::! - a - b- c +. a 
V[iej] = e; Cj J be 

(2.1.2a) 

(2.1.2b) 

(2.1.2c) 

We also introduce inverse vielbeins ea i and ea i. The left- and right-invariant vielbeins 

and inverse vielbeins are related by the adjoint action n of g, 

-a br. a e; = -e; Hb , - i- (r.-1) b i ea -- H a eb 

where g-1 (Tadj, x) is the group element in the adjoint representation. 

(2.1.3a) 

(2.1.3b) 

(2.1.3c) 

In terms of these quantities, one can write the canonical representation[30] 

(2.1.4a) 

k . 
P·(B) = p·- -B· ·o x1 

t - t 47f IJ t7 (2.1.4b) 

of the affine currents, which satisfies the bracket (classical) form of affine g x g, 

{xi(r, a),pi(r, a')}= i8/8(a- a'), {xi(r, a), xi(r, a')}= {p;(r, a),pj(T, a')}= 0 

(2.1.5a) 

{ Ea( T, a), Eb( T, a')} = 21ri[fabc Ec( T, a )8( a- a') + kTJabOu8( a- a')] (2.1.5b) 

{Ea(r,a),Eb(T, a')}= 27ri[fabcEc(r,a)8(a- a')- kTJabOu8(a- a')] 

{Ea(r,a),Eb(r,a')} = 0 

7 
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In terms of these currents, one constructs the classical afline-Sugawara Hamilto-

man, 
[21r 

Hwzw = Jo da'H_wzw (2.1.6a) 

1iwzw (2.1.6b) 

(2.1.6c) 

ab 1 ab 
Lg,oo = 2k TJ (2.1.6d) 

where L~~oo is the high-level form of the afline-Sugawara construction on g. 

The corresponding WZW action [11, 12] is given by 

Swzw = j drdaCwzw (2.1. 7a) 

k b . . . . k . . 
Cwzw = -TJabeiaej (8rxzOrX3 - OuXzOux3 ) + -BijOrXzOuX3 

8rr 4rr 
(2.1. 7b) 

where the last term is called the WZW term. 

The WZW term can be rewritten as a three-dimensional term, using the identity 

wA = -~xcABC OBXiOcXj Bij 
2 

A= (r,a,p), d3~ = drdadp, c012 = +1 

j Tr(g-1 dg)3 = j drdaWP( r, a, p = 1) = -3x j drdaorxiouxi Bij 

(2.1.8a) 

(2.1.8b) 

(2.1.8c) 

(2.1.8d) 

where 0 :::; p :::; 1 is the radial coordinate of the cylinder bounded by the worldsheet 

at radius p = 1. 

Using (2.1.8), we obtain the g form of the conventional two-dimensional WZW 

action with a three-dimensional WZW term, 

k J d ( 1 1 - ) k J ( 1 )3 Swzw = -- dr aTr g- ogg- og - -- Tr g- dg 
2rrx 12rrx 

(2.1.9) 

where 8 =(or+ Bn)/2 and a= (or- Bu)/2. 
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Part I 

Affine Lie groups and affine Lie 
derivatives 

2.2 First order differential representation of affine g x g 

In this section, we review the first-order differential representation of affine Lie algebra 

recently given by Halpern and Sochen [20]. 

We begin with the current modes la(m) of untwisted simple affine Lie g [1-3], 

(2.2.1a) 

a,b=l ... dimg, m, n E 7l. (2.2.1b) 

where k is the level of the affine algebra and !abc and TJab are the structure constants 

and Killing metric of Lie g. It is convenient to write the affine algebra as an infinite 

dimensional Lie algebra, 

JL = (Ja(m), k), 

fam,bn cp = Jab c Om+n,p, 

(2.2.2a) 

(2.2.2b) 

(2.2.2c) 

where L is the general tangent-space index. Here the central element k is included 

as a generator, and the non-zero structure constants !LMN are given in (2.2.2c). The 

summation convention in (2.2.2a) is generally assumed throughout this paper. The 

adjoint matrix representation of the affine algebra, 

(T
Aadj) N _ ·J N 
L M - -z LM , [TA adj TA adj] _ ·J NTA adj 

L ' M - Z LM N (2.2.3) 

is constructed from the structure constants as usual. 

We also introduce the object TtLM 

(2.2.4) 

which will be called the rescaled Killing metric of the affine algebra. The relation 

of the rescaled Killing metric to the formal Killing metric of the affine algebra will 

be discussed in Section 2.7, which also discusses other formal issues of this nature. 
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The rescaled Killing metric can be used to obtain the totally antisymmetric structure 

constants of the affine algebra, 

fam,bn,cp = fabcOm+n+p,O 

Aadj Aadj 
(TL )MN = -(TL )NM 

(2.2.5a) 

(2.2.5b) 

(2.2.5c) 

whose non-zero components are given in (2.2.5b). The rescaled Killing metric arises 

frequently in the development below, although we often find it convenient to simplify 

mode sums by using the Kronecker delta. 

We consider next the affine Lie group G generated by the affine algebra, whose 

arbitrary element ~ E G can be written 

~(.:J,x,y) = eiykg(J,x). (2.2.6) 

Here, y and xitt, i = 1 ... dim g, p, E 71. are the coordinates on the affine group manifold, 

and g is the reduced affine group element. For simplicity, we assume that G is simply 

connected and we limit ourselves in this paper to the ,8-family of bases 

g(J,x) = exp(i,Bam(x)Ja(m)) (2.2.7) 

for the reduced affine group element. We also assume that the tangent-space coordi

nates ,sam are invertible functions of x so that xi~'-(,8) is well defined. An example of 

this family of bases is the standard basis, 

(2.2.8) 

where eittam(O) is the left-invariant vielbein on G (defined below) at the origin. 

The left- and right-invariant vielbeins eAL(x) and eAL(x) on G are defined as 

follows, 

- •AaA-} -Lq eA = -ry A/ = eA vL 

A= (ip,,y) 

(2.2.9a) 

(2.2.9b) 

where A is the general Einstein index. Note that we have distinguished the Einstein 

index y from the tangent space index y*, both of which are associated to the coordinate 

y. The inverse vielbeins may be used to construct the left- and right-invariant affine 

Lie derivatives £ and £, 

£L~ = ~.:JL, 

£ L = (&a ( m), &y. ) , 

10 
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The relations in (2.2.10b) guarantee that the affine Lie derivatives EL and £L satisfy 

two commuting affine algebras ~th central elements Ey. and fy •. 

From (2.2.6) and (2.2.9), one finds that the vielbeins satisfy the relations, 

_ ·Aa A-1 -arnJ( )+-Y•k e;J.l = -zg ;J.lg = e;J.l a m e;J.l 

L - L c L ey = -ey = uy , 

A - A c A ey. = -ey. = vy. , 

e;J.l L, e;J.l L are independent of y 

earn A, earn A are independent of y 

and (2.2.11c) also implies that Ey. = -£y. = ioy •. 

(2.2.11a) 

(2.2.11b) 

(2.2.11c) 

(2.2.11d) 

(2.2.11e) 

(2.2.11£) 

The induced action of the affine Lie derivatives on the reduced group element g 
is described by the reduced affine Lie derivatives E and E [20], 

E ( ) _ · iwn. a m - -Zearn v,J.l, 

'T'I. - !::!. ;ke· Y• 
v,J.l = v,J.l - " 'J.l ' 

Ea(m)g = §Ja(m), 

E- ( ) _ ·- iwn. a m - -Zearn v,J.l 

Ea(m)g = -Ja(m)g 

(2.2.12a) 

(2.2.12b) 

(2.2.12c) 

where'[) and 15 are called the covariant derivatives. It follows from (2.2.12c) that the 

reduced affine Lie derivatives satisfy two commuting copies of the affine algebra, 

[Ea(m), Eb(n)] = ifa{ Ec(m + n)- mk'f)abbrn+n,o 

[Ea(m),Eb(n)] = 0 

(2.2.13a) 

(2.2.13b) 

(2.2.13c) , 

at level k and -k respectively. Although we will not need to do so, one may obtain 

two commuting copies of the affine algebra at the same level k by defining E~ ( m) = 
Ea( -m). 

The reduced affine Lie derivatives (2.2.12a) are a first-order differential represen

tation of the currents of affine g x g. Other first-order differential representations of 

affine Lie algebra are known, such as the coadjoint orbit representations in Refs. [31] 

and [32], but these provide only a single chiral copy of the algebra. 

Although the construction above guarantees that the reduced affine Lie deriva

tives (2.2.12) satisfy the algebra (2.2.13) of affine g x g, it is useful to have the 

machinery to check these relations directly. 
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We need in particular the Cartan-Maurer and inverse Cartan-Maurer identities 

for the left-invariant vielbein, 

(2.2.14a) 

(2.2.14b) 

which follow from (2.2.11a). The same relations with e --+ e hold for the right

invariant vielbein. 

These identities are sufficient to compute the curvature of the covariant deriva

tives in (2.2.12b ), 

[vii-', vjvl = k L: neilla,-nrtabejllbn, [V;I-., Vjv] = -k L nei/'-nrtabejllbn (2.2.15) 
n n 

and also to check that the reduced affine Lie derivatives satisfy the affine Lie algebras 

(2.2.13a,b ). 

To check the commutator of E and E, we first introduce the adjoint action n of 

g, which satisfies 

A rr A-1 A M rr 
9JL9 = HL JM, (2.2.16a) 

(2.2.16b) 

(2.2.16c) 

where the matrix-valued group element g('fadi,x) is g(J,x) with J --+ f'adj (see 

eq.(2.2.3)). The quantity ~ is the rescaled Killing metric (2.2.4), and the pseudo

orthogonality relation (2.2.16c) follows from the antisymmetry of f'adi. 

We also need the relations between the right- and left-invariant quantities, 

- A (A-1) M A eL =- u L eM (2.2.17a) 

(2.2.17b) 

which follow from eqs.(2.2.16a) and (2.2.9). Using (2.2.17b ), (2.2.13a), and (2.2.16b ), 

it is straightforward to verify that E commutes with E. 

2.3 The antisymmetric tensor field on the affine group 

In this section, we find an antisymmetric tensor field B;ll,iv = -Bjv,iJ.t [21] on the 

affine Lie group G, which, as we shall see, is analogous to the antisymmetric tensor 

field B;j = -Bji of the conventional WZW model on G. 
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We begin by choosing a ,8-basis 

g(J,x) = exp(i,Bam(x)Ja(m)) (2.3.1) 

for the reduced affine group element g. In any such basis, the vielbein has the explicit 

form, 

ei/(x) = 8ip,Bam(x)A1(x)amL, 

1- n-l 
M(x) = A 

logn 

L £ L 
ey = oy. (2.3.2a) 

(2.3.2b) 

where n is the adjoint action in (2.2.16). This form generalizes the result given for 

the standard basis ,sam = xiJ-LeiJ-L am(O) in Ref. [20]. We may eliminate ,sam in (2.3.2) 

to find the relation between eY• and f!Y•, 

Y• 1 (BA jv ab bm) A Y• eip = 2 ip,jvea,-m 'r/ - eip Hbm 

BA _ am • r bn A cp 
ip,jv = eip JVam 'r/bn,cpejv 

(2.3.3a) 

(2.3.3b) 

(2.3.3c) 

where rtab is the inverse Killing metric of Lie g and Bip,jv is the desired tensor field 

on G. 

We know that Din (2.2.16c) is pseudo-orthogonal, so the matrix .Nry in (2.3.3b) 

is antisymmetric. It follows that Bip,jv is antisymmetric, 

(2.3.4) 

A useful property of the antisymmetric tensor field is 

a (BA kp abA Y•) ( · · ) _ bn am + cpA Y• ip jv,kpea,-m 'r/ Hbm - ZJ.l +-+ )l/ - eip ejv Jam,bn Hcp (2.3.5) 

which follows from (2.3.3a) and the Cartan-Maurer identity (2.2.14a) for eiJ-LY•. 

With (2.2.17a) and (2.3.3a), we may rewrite the reduced affine Lie derivatives 

(2.2.12) in the B-form, 

E ( ) - · iwv (B) 1 kn Y• a m - -Zeam ip + 2 am ' Ea(m) = -ieamiwDip(B)- ~k(D- 1 )amY• 
(2.3.6a) 

(2.3.6b) 

Using the identity (2.3.5) and the steps of the previous section, it is straightforward 

to check explicitly that the B-form of the reduced affine Lie derivatives satisfies the 

algebra (2.2.13) of affine g x g. 

In Section 2. 7, we will find that Bip,jv satisfies other identities which show further 

analogy with the conventional WZW tensor field Bij on G (see also Section 2.9). 

Further discussion of the operator currents (2.3.6) is given in Section 2.10. 
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2.4 Bracket representation of affine g x g 

To construct classical dynamics on the affine Lie group, we need the Poisson bracket 

representation which corresponds to the first-order differential representation (2.2.12) 

or (2.3.6) of affine g x g. The bracket representation may be obtained by the usual 

prescription, 

where {A, B} is Poisson bracket and pip. are (classical) canonical momenta. 

(2.4.1a) 

(2.4.1b) 

Using the substitution (2.4.1a) in the reduced affine Lie derivatives (2.2.12), we 

find one form of the classical current modes 

(2.4.2a) 

(2.4.2b) 

Similarly, the equivalent B-form of the classical current modes, 

(2.4.3b) 

is obtained by the same substitution in the operator B-form (2.3.6). Following the 

steps of Section 2.2, the bracket algebra of affine g X g, 

{Ea(m), Eb(n )} = ifabc Ec(m + n)- mkrJabDm+n,O 

{Ea(m), Eb(n)} = 0 

is easily verified for both forms of the classical currents. 

(2.4.4a) 

(2.4.4b) 

(2.4.4c) 

In what follows, we interchangeably use the terms classical affine Lie derivatives 

or classical currents to refer to Ea(m) and Ea(m) in (2.4.2,3). 
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Part II 

Actions on the affine Lie group G 

2.5 WZW as a mechanical system on the affine group 

In this section we construct a natural action for classical mechanics on the affine Lie 

group G. As is clear from its construction, this mechanical action must be equivalent 

to the WZW action on the corresponding Lie group G. The equivalence is studied 

explicitly in Part III. 

The operator WZW Hamiltonian H = L~b :JaJb + IaJb :o sums the zero modes 

of left- and right-mover affine-Sugawara constructions. When written in terms of the 

reduced affine Lie derivatives (2.2.12), the coordinate-space form H = L~b :EaEb + 
EaEb :o of this Hamiltonian is a natural Laplacian [20] on the affine Lie group. 

, To construct the corresponding action on the affine Lie group, we begin with 

the standard classical WZW Hamiltonian written in terms of the classical affine Lie 

derivatives (2.4.2,3), 

H = 
2

1
k -qam,bn (Ea(m)Eb(n) + Ea(m)Eb(n)) 

-
1
k1]abL: (Ea(-m)Eb(m) + Ea(-m)Eb(m)) 

2 m 

r;am,bn = 71 ab c 
'I - 'I Om+n,O 

(2.5.1a) 

(2.5.1b) 

(2.5.1c) 

(2.5.1d) 

where -qam,bn in (2.5.1c) is the inverse of the rescaled Killing metric ryam,bn in (2.2.4). 

As seen in (2.5.1a), this Hamiltonian is the natural generalization to affine g x g of 

the Casimir operator on Lie g. 

The time dependence of the classical currents 

(2.5.2a) 

Ea(m, r) = e-im-r Ea(m), (2.5.2b) 

follows immediately from (2.5.1d) and the current algebra (2.4.4). 
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Using the explicit form (2.4.2) of the classical affine Lie derivatives, we obtain 

an explicit form of the Hamiltonian 

H _ 1 ab if..l( ) jv( ) - - + ( k A Y• ( ) i~-'( ) -) abA Y• ( ) - k'r) ea,-m X ebm X Pii-'Pjv 2Ha,-m X - ea,-m X Pi!-' 'f) Hbm X 

(2.5.3) 

where p~ is defined in (2.4.2b ). This Hamiltonian describes a classical mechanics 

whose coordinates x are coordinates on the affine Lie group. The equivalent B-form 

of the Hamiltonian is 

H - 1 ab il-' jv (B) (B) + k ab{! Y• n Y• - k"l ea,-m ebm Pif..l Piv 4"~ a,-m b,m (2.5.4) 

where we have suppressed the x-dependence of all quantities, and Pif..l(B) is defined 

in (2.4.3b ). The Hamiltonian equations of motion 

follow from eqs.(2.5.3,4). 

Coordinate space 

(2.5.5a) 

(2.5.5b) 

(2.5.5c) 

We turn now to the coordinate-space formulation of the mechanical theory on G. 
To begin, one uses eq.(2.4.2) or (2.4.3) and the equations of motion (2.5.5) to obtain 

k b • A 

E ( ) - ( ,-rna 21-' + n Y•) a m - 2 'rJabeil-' rX ~Gam , 
- k b • A 1 E ( ) - -( -. ,-rna 21-' (n- ) Y•) a m -

2 
"labe21-' rX - am 

(2.5.6) 

for the coordinate-space form of the currents. 

Similarly, the mechanical action on the affine Lie group [21] 

(2.5. 7a) 

LM = ~71 be· a,-me. bma xi~-'a xiv_~71ab{! y.Ab Y•+ka xif-l (e· Y• + ~e· amA Y•) 
4 

•ta 2f-t JV T T 
4 

•t a,-m ~ G m T 2f-t 
2 

2f-t ~Gam 

(2.5. 7b) 

is obtained from the Hamiltonian (2.5.3) in the usual way. The equivalent B-form of 

the Lagrangian is [21] 
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It is straightforward to check that the associated Lagrange equations of motion of 

either form of the action reproduce the Hamiltonian equations of motion (2.5 . .5). A 

third form of the mechanical action, in terms of the reduced affine group element g, 
is given in Section 2.11.2. 

This action is one of the central results of this chapter. Although the classical 

mechanics (2.5. 7) or (2.5.8) on G shows no spatial coordinate cr, this formulation 

must be equivalent to the conventional WZW model on G because the Hamiltonians 

of the two formulations are isomorphic. This equivalence is studied in detail in Part 

III, where we will see that this action is in fact a mode formulation of WZW. 

2.6 WZW as a field theory on the affine group 

In the last section, we expressed the WZW model as a mechanical system on the 

affine Lie group, 

g(x(T)): IRf-+G. (2.6.1) 

In this section, we show that the model can also be expressed as a two-dimensional 

field theory 

g(x(T,cr)): 1Rx51 f-+G (2.6.2) 

on the affine Lie group. 

Mathematically, our task is to extend the base space from the line ( T) to the cylin

der ( T, cr ), thereby promoting the mechanical variables xiJ.l( T) to cr-dependent fields 

xill(T, cr). The reason that we can make such an equivalent field-theoretic formulation 

is that the Hamiltonian of the system 

1 ab iJ.l jv (BA ) (BA ) + k abA Y• A Y• kTJ ea,-m ebm PiJ.l Pjv 4TJ Ha,-m Hb,m 

admits a commuting quantity P 

8,.A = i{H,A} 

{H,P}=O 

BuA = i{P,A} 
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(2.6.3a) 

(2.6.3b) 

(2.6.3c) 

(2.6.4a) 

(2.6.4b) 

(2.6.4c) 

(2.6.4d) 



which we may interpret, according to (2.6.4d), as the generator of spatial translations. 

This form of P is the standard WZW momentum, written in terms of the classical 

affine Lie derivatives (2.4.3), and eq.(2.6.4c) follows immediately from the current 

algebra (2.4.4). 

The spacetime dependence of any observable A is determined by this system, 

and, in particular, the relations 

(2.6.5) 

follow from eq.(2.6.4c). 

In this framework, all fields are now a-dependent, and the bracket relations of 

the earlier sections, e.g. 

(2.6.6a) 

(2.6.6b) 

should be read at equal O". Moreover, all field products should be read at equal o-, for 

example 

p 1 ab~ ( - - ) -kTt ~ Ea(-m,o-)Eb(m,o-)- Ea(-m,o-)Eb(m,u) 
2 m 

(2.6.7a) 

(2.6. 7b) 

and similarly for the Hamiltonian. 

The spatial dependence of the affine Lie derivatives follows immediately from the 

current algebra, 

BuEa(m, T, o-) = -imEa(m, T, o-) (2.6.8a) 

Ea(m, T, o-) = e-imu Ea(m, r), Ea(m,r,o-) = e-imuEa(m,r). (2.6.8b) 

Combining this with the known time dependence (2.5.2), we find that the affine Lie 

derivatives are chiral, 

(2.6.9) 

The usual local chiral currents are then identified as 

(2.6.10a) 
m m 
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E- ( ) - ""'E- ( ) ""' im(r-u)E- ( ) a r, (]" = ~ a m, r, (]" = ~ e a m 
m m 

and the usual local current algebra 

{ Ea ( T, 0" ), Eb( T, a-')} = 27ri[/ab c Ec( T, 0" )b( 0" - a-') + k'f}aba,.b( 0" - a-')] 

{ Ea ( r, 0" ), Eb( r, a-')} = 27ri[/ab c Ec( r, 0" )b( O"- u') - k'f}aba,.b( O"- a-')] 

{Ea(r,o-),Eb(r,u')} = 0 

(2.6.10b) 

(2.6.11a) 

(2.6.11b) 

(2.6.11c) 

follows from the mode algebra (2.4.4). Further discussion of these local currents is 

given in Section 2.10. 

The spacetime derivatives of the canonical variables, 

a X ip. _ nabe ip.A Y• 
<T - •t a,-m ~ Lbm 

arPiJ.J = -aip.H 

a _ a ( jv abA Y• ) uPip. - -Pjv ip. ea,-m 'f) Hbm 

(2.6.12a) 

(2.6.12b) 

(2.6.12c) 

(2.6.12d) 

also follow from the equal-a- brackets (2.6.6a) and the explicit forms of H and P. 

Spatial constraints 

The procedure described above to extend the base space via commuting P oper

ators is quite general. One may guarantee that the extended theory (on the extended 

base space) is equivalent to the theory on the unextended base space by considering 

the spatial derivative relations (such as (2.6.12b,d)) to be constraints on the canonical 

variables. In a functional formulation, this prescription corresponds to the functional 

identity 

j (IJdx(r)) F[x(r)] = j (gdx(r,a-)) det (~~) F[x(r,o-)]b[C(x(r,u))] 

(2.6.13a) 

C = a,.x(r,u)- i{P,x(r,u)} (2.6.13b) 

and similarly for the canonical momenta. The functional delta function in (2.6.13a) 

enforces the spatial constraints in the extended theory, and it follows that the spatial 

constraints can be implemented as usual in a Dirac formulation of the theory. 

In the case at hand, this prescription guarantees equivalence of the field-theoretic 

formulation on G with the mechanical formulation (2.5.8) on G, and hence with the 

conventional VVZW model itself. 
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To be more explicit about the equivalence with the mechanical formulation, we 

first rewrite the constraint (2.6.12b) in terms of the tangent-space fields (3am, 

- 0 

(2.6.14a) 

(2.6.14b) 

(2.6.14c) 

whose simple a--dependence is given in (2.6.14c). The identity (2.6.14a) is obtained 

by using eq.(2.6.12b) and the explicit forms of the vielbein and the adjoint action 

given in Appendix B. It follows by chain rule from (2.6.14a) that the measure factor 

in (2.6.13a) is effectively constant 

det ( ~~) = field-independent (2.6.15) 

and can be ignored. It also follows from (2.6.14c) that averages ( ) in the mechan

ical theory ( G M) and the field theory ( G F) on G are simply related, so long as the 

formal functional measures (see Section 2.12) of GM and GF are suitably adjusted. 

Specifically, one has [21] 

(2.6.16) 

for any function :F, which includes averages over products of the affine group elements. 

There is another formulation of the theory, on the constrained subspace, in which 

the spatial derivative relations are identities (as in conventional formulations). As a 

first step in this formulation, use the constraint (2.6.12b) to reexpress the Hamiltonian 

and the momentum [21] 

H _ 1 ab i~-t jv (BA ) (BA) + k a,-m bma i~-t8 jv - y;TJ ea,-m ebm Pi~-t Piv 4TfabeiiJ. ejv qX qX (2.6.17a) 

P = PiJJ.auxi~-t (2.6.17b) 

A k A • 

Pi~-t(B) = Pi~-t- 2,BiJJ.,iv8ux3v (2.6.17c) 

in terms of Bux. This form of the system is complete with the canonical brack

ets (2.6.6a) and the constraints (2.6.12b,d), or with the canonical brackets and an 

auxiliary set of equal-a- brackets which must be computed from the constraints. As 

examples of the auxiliary set, we have 

(2.6.18a) 
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{Pill ( 0"), Buxjv ( 0")} - {p;ll ( 0"), 1]ab ea,-m jv ( x( 0") )Obm Y• ( x( 0"))} 

-i1]ab8;1l( ea,-mjv ( x( 0") )Obm Y• ( x( 0"))) 

Using these auxiliary brackets, one now obtains the conventional identity 

as expected on the constrained subspace. 

Density formulation 

(2.6.18b) 

(2.6.18c) 

(2.6.19) 

The Hamiltonian systems above are unconventional formulations of a field theory 

because they are not written in terms of spatial densities. Since H and P are inde

pendent of o-, however, we can define the densities as proportional to the Hamiltonian 

and momentum, 
H 

1-l = -, 
27r 
p 

P=-, 
27r 

H = j do-1-l 

P = j do-P. 

(2.6.20a) 

(2.6.20b) 

These a--independent densities may be used for either dynamical system (2.6.3,4) 

or (2.6.17), but the constraints (or the auxiliary brackets) must be included in the 

latter case. Because the densities are a--independent, one has the bracket equations 

of motion 

i{H,A(o-)} = j do-'{1-l(o-'),A(o-)} = i j do-'{1-l(o-),A(o-)} 

21ri { 1-l( o-), A( o-)} (2.6.21) 

and similarly for 8uA = i{P, A}. Any particular bracket equation of motion can then 

be computed in either formulation using only equal-a- brackets, and these results agree 

with (2.6.12). 

Coordinate space 

We turn now to the coordinate-space formulation of the theory. As a first step, 

we use the phase-space currents (2.4.3) and eqs.(2.6.12a,b) in the form 

(BA) k a,-m bna jv 
Pill = 21Jabeill ejv -rX ' (2.6.22) 
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to obtain the simple coordinate-space form of the chiral current modes, 

Ea( m, r, u)) = kTJabei~tb,-m(x( r, u) )lJxi~t( r, u) 

BEa(m, r, u) = a.Ea(m, r, u) = 0 

1 - 1 
a= 2"(8r + 8u), a= 2(ar- au)· 

(2.6.23a) 

(2.6.23b) 

(2.6.23c) 

(2.6.23d) 

This form of the current modes bears a strong resemblance to the usual coordinate

space currents kTJabeibaxi, kTJabe}lJxi of the conventional WZW model on G. 

Following the usual canonical density formulation, we also obtain the action of 

the two-dimensional field theory on G (21], 

Sp = j drdu£p, Cp = Pi~tarxi~t -1-£(>.) (2.6.24a) 

k a,-m bm (!:I i~t !:I jv a i~ta jv) + k BA !:I i~ta jv 
8

71" TJabei~t ejv UrX UrX - uX uX 
4

71" i~t,jvUrX uX 

(2.6.24b) 

where 1-£(>.) and £p include the constraint (2.6.12b) with a Lagrange multiplier 

Ai~t(r,u). Sections 2.7.2 and 2.12 give alternate forms of this action in terms of 

the affine group element g. 
It is straightforward to check that the Lagrange equations of motion of this 

system are equivalent to the Hamiltonian equations (2.6.12a,c) and the aux constraint 

(2.6.12b). One does not need to include the auP constraint (2.6.12d) explicitly in the 

action formulation; it is implied by the aux constraint, the arx equation of motion, 

and the fact araux = auarx. 

On the constrained subspace it is also straightforward to show that auCp = 0, so 

the Lagrangian is proportional to its density Lp = J du£p = 27r£p, in parallel with 

the Hamiltonian. One can then check backwards that 

(2.6.25) 

on the constrained subspace, where LM is the mechanical Lagrangian on Gin (2.5.8). 

The action (2.6.24) is another central result of this chapter. We remark that 

it bears a strong resemblance to the sigma model form (2.1. 7) of the conventional 

WZW action, except that this action involves fields on the affine Lie group, and there 

is an additional term to enforce the constraint. In the following section we discuss 

rewriting this action as a function of the affine group element g E G, in analogy to 

the g E G formulation (2.1.9) of the conventional WZW action. 
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2. 7 Trace formulation on the affine group 

2. 7.1 Rescaled Killing metric and rescaled traces 

We begin by investigating the Killing metric on the affine group G. Recall first the 

definition of the Killing metric 'rfab on Lie G, 

+ d; c _ T (Tadj,.,adj) _ Q 
- Jac Jbd - r a .J.b - ,P'r/ab, (2.7.1) 

where Jab c, h and 'lj; are respectively the structure constants, the dual Coxeter number 

and the highest root of Lie g. 

In the same way, the formal Killing metric 'r/MN on G is defined by the relation 

(2.7.2) 

where !LMN are the affine structure constants and fadj is the adjoint matrix represen

tation of the affine algebra in (2.2.3). In (2.7.2), the formal trace Tr is in fact a sum 
A d" 

over the reduced carrier space am because (Tf:/)y. N = 0. By explicit computation, 

one finds that 
Tr(fadjf'adj) = Tr(Tadjf.adj) = O 

Y• L L Y• (2. 7.3a) 

(2. 7.3b) 

TA (TA adjTA adj) _ c T (Tadjr,adj) Q c 
r am bn = 0 m+n,O r a b = ,P'r/abVm+n,O (2. 7.3c) 

so the formal traces and the product Qry have a divergent factor, which is the sum over 

modes in (2.7.3b). The rescaled trace Tr in (2.7.3c) and the corresponding rescaled 

Killing metric ~LM 
A A adj A adj A 

Tr(TL TM ) = Q.p'rJLM (2. 7.4a) 

(2.7.4b) 

are finite, however, and the rescaled Killing metric, introduced in Section 2.2, has 

been used many times in the development of the previous sections. 

In fact, the rescaled trace and rescaled Killing metric continue to be sufficient for 

our purposes. We recall from Section 2.2 that the rescaled Killing metric can be used 

to lower indices and, in particular, one finds the completely antisymmetric structure 

constants, 

(2. 7.5) 
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where the structure constants fam,bn dq are given in (2.2.2c). Because it vanishes on the 

y* subspace, the rescaled metric is not invertible on the full space (am, y*). However, 

an inverse exists on the am subspace, 

,;am,bn _ nab c 
'I -'I Om+n,O (2.7.6a) 

(2.7.6b) 

and, following its natural occurrence in the WZW Hamiltonian (2.7.6b), this inverse 

has been used many times in the development of the previous sections. 

The divergent factor in (2. 7.3b) is not unique to the trace of the adjoint repre

sentation 'f'adj. Indeed, the same factor will recur in the traces over any other matrix 

representation which is faithful to the mode structure of the affine algebra. 

A large class of such representations can easily be constructed. For each matrix 

irrep (Ta)IJ, I, J = 1 ... dimT of Lie g, 

Tr(Tan) = x(T)TJab (2.7.7) 

one has the corresponding matrix representation T(T) of affine g, 

(2.7.8a) 

(2. 7.8b) 

where the carrier space of T(T) is (Jm). When one takes a naive trace of a product 

of N of these matrices, one finds 

Tr(Ta1m 1 (T) · · · TaNmN(T)) = Tr(Ta1m 1 (T) · · · TaNmN(T)) ( L) 
mEZ 

"" ' ' Im .L..-(Ta1m1 (T) · • · TaNmN )Im ' 
I 

Om1 + ... +mN,oTr(Ta1 ···TaN) 

Tr(Tam(T)Tbn(T)) = x(T)iJam,bn 

(2.7.9a) 

\:/m E 7l. 

(2. 7.9b) 

(2. 7.9c) 

in parallel to eq.(2.7.4). Again, the rescaled traces in (2.7.9b) are finite and sufficient 

for our purposes. We will also need the more general relation 

Tr(F(T(T)) = L(F(T(T))Imim, \:/m E 7l. 
I 

which holds for any matrix-valued power series F. 
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Note that we now have two affine representations, f'adj and T(Tadj), correspond

mg to the adjoint representation of Lie g. These two representations are closely 

related 

(T::;!)bncp = (Tam(Tadj))bncp = -ifam,bncp 

(TA adj) Y• _ A am bn - -mrJam,bn 

(2.7.11a) 

(2.7.11b) 

although 'fadj has the extra dimension y* in its carrier space. The traces of the two 

representations are however the same 

(2.7.12a) 

TA (TA adjrf,adj) TA (,.;, (Tadj)rf, (Tadj)) (Tadj) A r am .1.bn = r .Lam .Lbn =X 'f/am,bn, x(Tadj) = Qt/J (2.7.12b) 

because (T;jj)y. N = 0. In what follows, we use the unified notation T to denote any 

one of the representations T(T) or 'fadj. 

In matrix representation T, the group element i E G equals the reduced group 

element g, 
i(T,x,y) = g(T,x) = exp(,Bam(x)Tam) (2. 7.13) 

because Ty. = 0 replaces the level in these representations. Then one obtains g(T) 

analogues of the basic relations which we obtained for g( J) in Section 2.2. For exam

ple, one has the g(T) analogue of eqs.(2.2.11a,b ), 

(2.7.14a) 

(2.7.14b) 

where the vielbeins ei,..am(x ), ei,.. am(x ), being representation independent, are the same 

as those above. 

Many, but not all, of these relations can be obtained, as in (2.7.14), by the map 

J ~ T and k ~ 0. An important exception involves the operator form (2.2.12) of 

the reduced affine Lie derivatives, which satisfy 

This differs in form from the relation (2.2.12c) because the reduced affine Lie deriva

tives are independent of representation and explicitly dependent on the level. 
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2.7.2 WZW in terms of g(x(r,u)) E G 

The two-dimensional field theory on G studied in Section 2.6, 

Sp = j drdaCp (2.7.16a) 

(2.7.16b) 

is expressed in terms of coordinates on the affine Lie group. We turn now to rewriting 

this theory in terms of rescaled traces of functions of the reduced affine group element 

g(T,x(r,a)), using the results of Sections 2.6 and 2.7.1. 

Note first that the classical coordinate-space current modes (2.6.23a,b) can be 

written in matrix form, 

Ea(m, r, a)TJab:h,-m = -ikg-1('T, x(r, a))og(T, x(r, a)) 

Ea(m,r,a)ryab'fb,-m = -ikg(T,x(r,a))Bg-1 (T,x(r,a)) 

(2. 7.17a) 

(2. 7.17b) 

using (2.7.14). Correspondingly, the current modes can be written as rescaled traces, 

Ea(m,r,a) =- x(~)kTr (tam9- 1 (T,x(r,a))8g(T,x(r,a))) 

Ea(m,r,a) =- x(zT)kTr (i'amfl(T,x(r,a))BfJ- 1 (T,x(r,a))) 

(2.7.18a) 

(2.7.18b) 

in any matrix representation T, using (2.7.9c). For brevity below, we write g for 

g(T, x( r, a)) and x for x(T). 

Following the example of the currents, the kinetic terms in the action (2. 7.16) 

can be written 

(2.7.19) 

using eq.(2. 7.14). 

We next consider the B term in the action. Note first that the antisymmetric 

tensor field B, defined in (2.3.3), can be written as a rescaled trace 

A i 11 A ( A • ii "til) BiJ..t.,jv(x(r,a)) =- dtTr Ho[iJ..t.e-'t Ojv]e' , 
X o 

(2.7.20a) 

(2.7.20b) 

in any ,8-basis. The equality of (2.3.3) and (2.7.20a) follows by integration over the 
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parameter t. Using the integral representation (2.7.20a), one also verifies the cyclic 

identity 
A A A z A 

8i~Bjv,kp + 83vBkp,i~ + 8kpBi~,jv = X Tr(ei~[ejv, ekp]). (2.7.21) 

Both identities (2.7.20a) and (2.7.21) are analogous to standard relations (see Ap

pendix A) satisfied by the conventional antisymmetric tensor field Bij on Lie g. 

The rest of the discussion on G parallels the usual development of the WZW 

term on G. The cyclic identity can be used to integrate the following three-form on 

G, 
Tr(g~ldg)3 = d3~ c:ABCrfr(g-18Agg-18B99-18cg) = d3~ 8AWA 

WA = -~xc:ABC 8 xi~ a xjv B· . 
2 

B C 1~,3v 

A= (T,a,p), d3~ = dTdadp, c-012 = +1 

j Tr(g-1dg)3 = j dTdaWP( T, a, p = 1) = -3x j dTda8-rxi~8uxjv Bi~,jv 

(2.7.22a) 

(2.7.22b) 

(2.7.22c) 

(2.7.22d) 

where 0 :::; p :::; 1 is the radial coordinate of the usual WZW cylinder, and the two

dimensional gin (2.7.17-19) is the boundary value of this gat radius p = 1. 

Using (2.7.22), we obtain our first g form of the two-dimensional field theory on 

c [21], 

(2. 7.23) 

where the second term is a three-dimensional WZW term on the affine group. The 

last term in (2.7.23) is the constraint term, whose form follows from eq.(2.6.14). The 

multiplier ;.am is defined by the invertible relation Ai~ = 8;~(3am~am,bn>.bn and a sum 

on m E 7l. is understood in this term. 

The first two terms of the action (2.7.23), without the constraint term, were 

considered as a theory in Ref. [33], and the theory was found to have an infinite 

degeneracy in that case. In the formulation (2. 7.23), it is the role of the constraint to 

remove that degeneracy and to implement the classical equivalence with the conven

tional formulation of the WZW model on the Lie group. In Section 2.12, we find a 

more elegant form of the constraint term which is associated to the formal quantum 

equivalence of this formulation with the conventional formulation. 
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Part III 

Translation dictionary: 
A 

G+-+G 

2.8 Strategy: Partial transmutation of target and base 

spaces 

In Part II, we found two actions, (2.5.7,8) and (2.7.23), on the affine Lie group G 
which must be equivalent to the conventional formulation of the WZW model on the 

Lie group G. This equivalence is clear because the Hamiltonians of the theories are 

isomorphic. 

In this part, we find t4e explicit translation dictionary between the formulations 

on G and G, which shows that our new actions on G are mode formulations of WZW. 

The overall picture which emerges is a quartet of equivalent formulations of WZW 

theory, 
constraint 

g(x(r)) g(x(r,o-)) 

modes] modes 

constraint 
g(x(r,o-)) g(x(r, o-, &)) (2.8.1) 

where g E G and g E G. The conventional formulation of WZW on G is in the lower 

left. The top line of the picture describes the two formulations on Gin Part II, whose 

equivalence to each other was discussed in Section 2.6. More generally, the horizontal 

direction of the picture shows the use of constraints to change the dimension of the 

base space (see also Section 2.13). The left column describes the equivalence (which 

is studied in Sections 2.9-2.11) of the mechanical formulation of WZW on G with the 

conventional formulation on G. 

The central relation underlying the equivalence in the left column is the mode 

identity 

(2.8.2) 
m 

where xi ( r, o-) is the local WZW coordinate on G, and the tangent-space coordinates 

f3a and 13am appear in the group elements of G and G as 

(2.8.3) 
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As in Section 2. 7, T is any of the affine matrix representations T ( T) or 'i'adi, and T 

is the corresponding matrix representation of Lie g. 

The mode identity (2.8.2) emphasizes the fact that the operation of moding is a 

partial transmutation 

IR ~---+ G, g(x(T,a)): IR x 51 ~-+ G 

(2.8.4a) 

(2.8.4b) 

between the target space and the base space. More generally, such partial trans

mutations operate in the vertical direction of the picture, and the transmutation 

in the right column allows us to express the field-theoretic formulation on G as a 

three-dimensional field theory on G (see Section 2.13). 

2.9 Modes on G and local fields on G 

In this section, we develop the translation dictionary which underlies the equivalence 

g(x(T)) g(x(T, a)) 

modes] 
g(x(T, a)) g(x(T,a,G-)) (2.9.1) 

described by the left column in the picture (2.8.1). In Section 2.13, the dictionary 

will also be applied to the right column of the picture. 

As a conceptual orientation, we recall first that the operator current modes 

(2.3.6), 

A z A • bA 
1) . (B) - 8· - -kB· . e JVna C\b Y• Zf-1. - Zf-1. 

2 
tf-I.,JV a,-m 'I ~G m (2.9.2b) 

and the corresponding mechanical Lagrangian (2.5.8) on G, 

L _ k a,-m bm0 if-l.f) jv k (A Y• + 2BA 0 jv iJ.I.) abn Y• 
M - 4TJabeiJ.1. ejv Tx Tx - 4 3 'am iJ.I.,jv TX earn 7] 3 'b,-m 

(2.9.3) 

make no reference to any spatial variable a. In what follows, we will define a

dependent local fields on G whose a-independent modes are the quantities on G. 
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Except where it is relevant, we will suppress the time dependence of all quantities. 

We will discuss the translation dictionary first for the quantum system, returning 

later to indicate the simple changes necessary for the corresponding classical results. 

We begin with the canonical operator system 

[ iJJ. l . c iJJ. 
X ,pjv = ZUjv , (2.9.4) 

where xiJJ. are the Einstein coordinates on G. It is useful to define the corresponding 

canonical tangent-space system, 

- . a - ·a - (a iJJ.) Pam= -Z f)j3am = -Z am- amX PiJJ. (2.9.5a) 

[(3am ] · c am 
,Pbn = ZUbn , (2.9.5b) 

where (3am is the tangent-space coordinate on Gin (2.8.3) and OamXiJJ.(j3) is the inverse 

of the matrix OiJJ.f3am ( x). 

We then define the local WZW fields in terms of a periodic coordinate 0 :::; 0' < 

(2.9.6a) 
m 

1 "" . Pa(O') = - L..J e-tmuPam 
27r m 

(2.9.6b) 

where xi(O'), i = 1 ... dimg are the local Einstein coordinates on G and (3a(x(O')) are 

the tangent-space coordinates on G in (2.8.3). Note that in this moding upper and 

lower tangent-space indices are associated to eimu and e-imu respectively. 

As we will see below, the tangent-space mode identities (2.9.6) are correct be

cause: 

• The mode identities guarantee the same simple e±imu moding for all objects with 

tangent-space or carrier-space indices. The moding of objects with Einstein indices 

is more involved, as discussed below. 

• The mode identities guarantee equivalence of the mechanical system (2.9.3) on G 
with the conventional WZW model on G. We mention in particular (see Section 2.11) 

that conventional WZW averages on G 

(F[f3a(x( r, (]') )])G = (F[L eimu (3am(x( T) maM (2.9.7) 
m 

can be computed for any F as shown, using the mechanical formulation (GM) on G. 

The relation (2.9.6a) allows independent choices of bases on G and on G, which 

control the moding of the Einstein coordinates. For example, one may choose the 
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standard bases 

(2.9.8) 

where e;a ( 0) and e;ll am ( 0) are the vielbeins at the origin on G and G respectively. 

Then one obtains the mode relation of the Einstein coordinates, 

xi( o-) = xjv(~= ejv am(O)eimu)ea ;(0) (2.9.9) 
m 

and more complicated relations are generally obtained for other basis choices. 

It is straightforward to check that the local tangent-space fields in (2.9.6) are 

canonical 

[,Ba(x(o-)),,Bb(x(o-'))] = [pa(o-),pb(o-')] = 0 

(2.9.10) 

so Pa(o-) is the functional derivative -i8j8,8a(x(o-)). 

Although their moding may be complicated, the Einstein coordinates are peri

odic functions of o-, and one can also find the corresponding local canonical Einstein 

system, 

(2.9.11a) 

(2.9.11b) 

by using chain rule from the local tangent-space system (2.9.10). It follows that the 

local Einstein momenta are functional derivatives 

(2.9.12) 

with respect to the local Einstein coordinates. 

Group elements 

We consider next the the group elements g E G and g E G in (2.8.3), whose 

mode relations have the form [21] 

'L_ei(n-m)ug(T,x)ImJn = g(T,x(o-))/, Vn E 7l. 
m 

g(T,x)ImJn = 2_jdo-ei(m-n)ug(T,x(o-))/ 
271" 

(2.9.13a) 

(2.9.13b) 

where I, J = 1 ... dimT. The inverse relation (2.9.13b) follows from (2.9.13a). We 
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emphasize that these relations define the domain of the affine Lie group which is in 

one-to-one correspondence with the Lie group. 

The relation (2.9.13a) is proven separately for each order in fi and H, where 

(2.9.14a) 

(2.9.14b) 

As an illustration, we discuss the lowest orders explicitly. To zeroth order, the relation 

(2.9.13a) is an identity because 

The first order computation is 

L ei(n-m)u Him Jn 
m 

(11.)/ = 8/. 

L ei(n-m)u f3aP(x)(Tap)Im Jn 
p,m 

L ei(n-m)u f3aP(x)(Ta)/ bp+m,n 
p,m 

L eipuf3aP(x)(Ta)/ 
p 

f3a( x( 0")) (Ta)/ 

H(cr)/ 

and higher orders are easily checked following similar steps. 

(2.9.15) 

(2.9.16) 

The form of the result (2.9.13a) is somewhat surprising, because one might have 

expected a double sum over m and n. In fact this form is natural because, in their 

carrier space indices, the affine matrix representations Tim Jn (see ( 2. 7.8)) and the 

affine group elements 9Im Jn are functions only of m- n. 

In the same way, one establishes the general relations 

m 

Vn E 7l. 

F(H))Im Jn = ~ j dcrei(m-n)u(F(H(cr)))/ 
27r 

Tr(F(H)) = ~ j dcrTr(J=:(H(cr))) 
27r 

(2.9.17a) 

(2.9.17b) 

(2.9.17c) 

for all power series F(H), where Tr is trace on Lie g and the rescaled traces Tr on G 
are defined in Section 2. 7. 
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Antisymmetric tensor fields 

The general relation (2.9.17a) is sufficient to obtain the mode relations of any 

object with two free indices, such as the group elements in (2.9.13). As a second 

example, we consider the mode relation between the antisymmetric tensor field Bip.,jv 

on G and the standard antisymmetric tensor field Bij on G. Since these objects 

have Einstein indices, we employ the transition functions 8amXiP.((3) and 8axi(f3(a)) 

to generate tangent-space structures with simple moding, 

Vn E 7L. 
m 

(2.9.18a) 

(2.9.18b) 

(2.9.18c) 

(2.9.18d) 

where the function N(H), which is the same for both G and G, is given explicitly in 

Appendices A and B. The mode relation (2.9.18c) is a special case of (2.9.17a), and, 

using this relation, we find that 

L e-i(m+n)u BamXip.((3)Bip.,jv( X )8bnXjv ((3) = 8axi((3( (7) )Bij( x( (7) )8bxj ((3( (7) ). 
m 

(2.9.19) 

This mode relation may also be written 

Bij( x( (7)) = 8if3a( x( (7 )) ( ~ e-i(m+n)u 8amXkiJ((3)Bkp.,lv( X )8bnX1v((3)) 8j(3b( x( (7)) 

(2.9.20) 

because the transition functions are invertible. In both eqs.(2.9.19) and (2.9.20), 

n E 7L. is arbitrary. 

Vielbeins 

As another example with two indices, we follow similar steps to obtain the mode 

relations of the vielbeins on G and G, 

L ei(n-m)u BamXip.(f3)eip.bn( X) 
m m 

( M ( Hadj ( (7)) )a b 

Baxi ((3( a) )e/( x( a)) 

e/( x( (7)) = 8if3a( x( (7)) L ei(n-m)u BamXjv((3)ej}n( X), Vn E 71. 
m 
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where the function M(H) is given explicitly in Appendices A and B. We also find 

the corresponding results 

(2.9.22a) 
m 

el(x(o-)) (2.9.22b) 
m 

L e-i(n-m)u ebnjv (X )8jvf3am( X )8axi(f3( 0") ), 'Vn E Z(2.9.22c) 
m 

for the other vielbein and the inverse vielbeins. 

Other mode relations 

We turn now to mode relations for general objects with fewer than two free in

dices. These relations will be important for the currents and the a<;:tion, discussed in 

Sections 2.10 and 2.11. In what follows, we limit ourselves to the adjoint representa

tions. 

A general class of one-index tangent-space objects is formed by contraction of 

the tangent-space coordinates or tangent-space momenta with the general two-index 

structure F(H) in (2.9.17a). For example, one has 

m n 

(2.9.23) 
n 

Similarly, one finds the relations 

(2.9.24a) 
n 

(2.9.24b) 
n 

(2.9.24c) 
m 

by using Br/3, 8uf3 or p instead of f3 in (2.9.23). 

As an application of (2.9.24b ), we find the relations 

L:e-imo-g(Tadi,x)amY· = 8uxi(o-)el{x(o-))7lba (2.9.25a) 
m 

(2.9.25b) 
m 

where we have also used the explicit /3-basis forms of the adjoint action n = g- 1 ('fadj) 
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and the vielbeins given in the appendices. Taken with eq.(2.9.13), these results com

plete the mode relations of the affine group elements. 

A large class of mode relations for objects with no free indices is similarly con

structed. We give here only some representative results, 

2_ j duo.,.j3a(x(u))(F(Hadj(u)))ac'rlcbO-r/3b(x(u)) 
27r 

o.,.j3am( X )(FCfiadj) )am cp~cp,bninj3bn( X) = 

(2.9.26b) 

(2.9.26c) 

(2.9.26d) 

imj3am( X )(FI ( fiadj) )am dq j3bn( X )(F2(fiadj) )bn er o.,.j3cp( X )(F3( fiadj) )c/s Jaq,er,fs = 

2_ j duouf3a(x( u) )(F1 (Hadj ( u) )ad j3b(x( u)) 
27r 

(2.9.26e) 

although other relations of this type are easily obtained to describe contraction of 

F(H) with tangent-space momenta. 

As anticipated, the translation dictionary of this section conforms to the rule 

that upper and lower (affine) tangent space and carrier space indices are associated 

to eimu and e-imu respectively. This rule holds as well when (affine) tangent-space 

indices are raised and lowered with the rescaled Killing metric. 

The translation dictionary has an isomorphic classical form which is obtained by 

replacing the quantum operators Pi!J., Pam, Pi ( u), and Pa ( u) with their correspo11.ding 

classical momenta. 

In the following sections, we apply the translation dictionary to the central struc

tures of the theory, that is the currents and the action. 
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2.10 Local fields and local currents 

The operator current modes (2.9.2) 

E ( ) - · iw[). (B)+ ~H1 Y• a m - -Zeam ZJ.l. 
2 

am ' Ea(m) = -ieamiw[)iJ.J.(B)- ~k(n-1 )amY• 
(2.10.1a) 

(2.10.1b) 

are functions of the coordinates on the affine Lie group, and derivatives with respect to 

these coordinates. In this section, we use the translation dictionary above to express 

the local operator currents, 

(2.10.2) 
m m 

as functions of the local fields on the Lie group, and functional derivatives with respect 

to these fields. This section is strictly current-algebraic and does not depend on any 

particular dynamics*. 

For the left-invariant currents, follow the steps 

Ea(O') = L e-imu(eamiJ.J.(x)piJ.J.(B) + ~knamY•(x)) 
m 

m 

27r( C(Hadj( a)) )a bPb( a) - k8uf3c( x( 0') )(D(Hadj ( 0')) )cb"'ba 

211'eai(x(O'))Pi(B, 0') + ~'f/abel(x(O'))ouxi(O') 

A A kA • bA 
PiJ.J.(B)- -iViJ.J.(B) = PiJ.J.- 2BiJ.J.,jv(x)ea,-m1"'(x)rta f!bmY•(x) 

k . 
Pi(B,O') = p;(O')-

4
7rB;j(x(0'))8ux1 (0') 

(2.10.3a) 

(2.10.3c) 

(2.10.3d) 

(2.10.3e) 

(2.10.3f) 

where the operator momenta PiJ.J., Pam, Pi(a), and Pa(O') are defined in Section 2.9. To 

obtain (2.10.3b ), we used the explicit /3-basis form of the reduced affine Lie derivatives 

given in Appendix B. The functions C(H) and D(H) are also given in this Appendix. 

Eq.(2.10.3c) follows from the mode relations (2.9.24b) and (2.9.24c). Finally to obtain 

*In the context of the mechanical model on G, the classical analogues of the current modes 

(2.10.1) were denoted by Ea(m, r) and Ea(m, r) in eq.(2.5.2b). In the context of the field theory 

on G, the classical analogues of the local currents (2.10.2) were denoted by Ea( r, u) and Ea( r, u) in 
eq.(2.6.10). 
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(2.10.3d), we reorganized (2.10.3c) using the explicit ,8-basis forms (see Appendix A) 

of the vielbein eia and the antisymmetric tensor field Bij on G. 

Following similar steps for E, we summarize the results for the local operator 

currents of affine g x g, 

. k b . 
Ea(a) = -2Jriea(x(a))''Di(B, a)+ 2,"labei (x(a))8,.x'(a) (2.10.4a) 

Ea(a) = -27rieai(x(a))'Di(B, a)- ~"labeib(x(a))8,.xi(a) (2.10.4b) 

8 i . 
'Di(B, a)= ipi(B, a)= 

8 
.( ) - -kBij(x(a))o,.x3 (a) 

x' a 47r 
(2.10.4c) 

where we have used the fact that the local Einstein momentum Pi( a) in (2.9.12) is a 

functional derivative. 

The classical version of this result is Bowcock's canonical representation [30] of 

affine g x g, 

Ea(a) = 27reai(x(a))Pi(B,a) + ~'f/abeib(x(a))8,.xi(a) 

- . k b . 
Ea(a) = 27rea'(x(a))Pi(B,a)- 2,"labei (x(a))8,.x'(a) 

k . 
Pi(B, a)= Pi( a)- -Bij(x(a))8,.x3 (a) 

47r 

where Pi( a) are classical canonical momenta. 

A 

2.11 Mechanics on G and WZW on G 

2.11.1 Classical equivalence 

(2.10.5a) 

(2.10.5b) 

(2.10.5c) 

In this section, we use the translation dictionary of Section 2.9 to show that the 

mechanical Lagrangian LM on G in (2.9.3) is equal to the conventional WZW La

grangtan, 

LM = k a,-m bma i~-'8 jv k (A Y• + 2BA 8 jv iJ.I) abo Y• 4'f/abeiJ.I ejv rX rX - 4 Ham iJ.I,jV rX earn 'f/ Hb,-m 

(2.1l.la) 

~ j d [ .a .b(a ia i - a ia i) + 2B· ·8 ia i] - L S1r a 'f/abet e3 rX rX ,.x ,.X ,3 rX ,.x = WZW 

(2.ll.lb) 

where Lwzw in (2.1l.lb) is the usual sigma model form of WZW on G. 
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To see this equality, follow the steps, 

LM ~( 8rf3am8rf3bn + mf3amnf3bn)(F(ifadj) )am cpftcp,bn 

+~8 (Jam(G(fiadj)) cp;, in(Jbn 
2 

r am •tcp,bn (2.11.2a) 

8~ j da [(8rf3a8rfJb- 8uf3a8uf3b)(F(Hadj))ac7lcb + 28rf3a(G(Hadj))ac7lcb8uf3b] 

(2.11.2b) 

k j d [ .a .b(a ia i a ia i) + 2B· ·8 ia i] - (7 rJabet e3 rX rX - uX uX tJ rX uX 
871" 

Lwzw. 

(2.11.2c) 

(2.11.2d) 

To obtain (2.11.2a) from (2.11.1a), we used the explicit ;3-basis form of the mechanical 

action given in Appendix B. This Appendix also gives the functions F(H) and G(H). 

The form in (2.11.2b) then follows from the mode relations (2.9.26b,c,d). Finally, one 

notices that (2.11.2b) is the (3-basis form (see Appendix A) of the conventional WZW 

Lagrangian on G. In this computation, the (f2Y•) 2 term becomes the (8ux) 2 term (as 

can also be seen from the relation (2.9.25b)) and the B term becomes the B term. 

2.11.2 WZW in terms of g(x(r)) E G 

We can also use the translation dictionary to obtain the g form of the mechanical 

action (21], 

(2.11.3a) 

( A') Jn _ ·( ) A Jn 9 lm = Z n - m 9Im , A= (r,p), _ c01 = +1 (2.11.3b) 

where g(T,x(r)) EGis the reduced affine group element in affine matrix represen

tation T. This form of the mechanical action follows directly from the conventional 

WZW action 

Swzw -~jdrdaTr(g-18gg- 1 fJg)- _k_jTr(g-1dg) 3 

27rX 127rX 

SM (2.11.4) 
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usingt the g +-+ g mode relation (2.9.13) and the trace relation (2.9.17c). 

The elegant action (2.11.3) is another central result of this chapter. This form 

of the mechanical action shows a two-dimensional WZW term on G, which is equal, 

under the translation dictionary, to the conventional three-dimensional WZW term 

on G. 

One can say more about the structure of the two-dimensional WZW term. Com

paring (2.11.1a) and (2.11.3a), we find the identity 

j dr fo1 
dpc:ABrfr(g-1g'g-1aAgg-1aBg) =X j drarxiJ.t BiJ.t,jveamjvT)abfh,-mY• (2.11.5) 

between the two-dimensional and the one-dimensional forms of the WZW term on G. 
This identity also follows from the divergence relation 

ABTA ( A-1 A, A-la A A-la A) a wA c r g 9 9 A99 B9 = A (2.11.6a) 

W A = -xc:-ABa XiJ.tBA . . e jv 'TlabA Y• - '-- B tJ.t,JII am •t ~ Gb,-m (2.11.6b) 

j dr fo1 

dpc:ABrfr(g-1g'g-1aAgg-1aBg) = j drWP(r, p = 1) 

Jd a iJ.tBA jv abA Y• (2 11 6 ) X T rX iJ.t,jveam T) ~ Gb,-m · • C 

whose structure parallels that of the WZW term on Gin (2. 7.22) and the conventional 

WZW term on G. For a direct proof of the divergence relation, follow the steps, 

c:ABrfr(g-lg'g-laA§g-laB§) = 2~ j duTr(g-laug[g-Iarg,g-lapg]) 

!. cpa iJ.ta jv am bnA Y• X am,bn rX pX eiJ.t ejv ~ Gcp 

(2.11.7a) 

(2.11. 7b). 

(2.11.7c) 

ABa iJ.ta (BA jv abA Y•) (2 11 7d) -xc: BX A iJ.t,jveam T) Hb,-m . . 

(2.11. 7e) 

To obtain (2.11.7a) one uses the g +-+ g mode relation (2.9.13) and the trace relation 

(2.9.17c), as above. The form in (2.11.7b) follows by evaluation of the trace. To 

obtain (2.11.7c), one returns to G by the mode relation (2.9.26e) (or the vielbein 

!For the WZW terms, the mode identity is f3a(r,G",p) = L:me;m.,.f3am(r,p). Regularity of the 

conventional WZW term requires 8.,.j3a(p = 0) = 0 along the axis of the cylinder, which implies that 

mf3am(p = 0) = 0 on G. It follows that WA(p = 0) = 0, where wA is defined in (2.11.6b). This is 

why there is no boundary term at p = 0 in (2.11.6c). 
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relation (2.9.21)) and the explicit ,8-basis form of the adjoint action n in Appendix 

B. The iJ form in (2.11.7d) is then obtained from (2.3.5). 

We have also worked out the variation of the mechanical action (2.11.3), using 

(2.11.8) 

For this computation, it is useful to define the prime operation on any matrix-valued 

function, 

( 'L') Jn _ '( ) 'L Jn .r lm = z n - m .r lm (2.11.9) 

which includes (2.11.3b) as a special case. The prime operation satisfies a Leibnitz 

rule and an identity which is analogous to integration by parts, 

(2.11.10a) 

(2.11.10b) 

Then we find that the variation of the WZW term is a total derivative, 

(2.11.11) 

and the resulting equation of motion of the mechanical system is 

(2.11.12) 

Under the translation dictionary, the prime operation becomes the derivative with 

respect to u, and the equation of motion (2.11.12) becomes the usual equation of 

motion 8(g-18g) = 0 of the conventional WZW formulation on G. 

A 

2.11.3 Formal Haar measure on G and formal quantum 

equivalence 

In this section, we give the relation between the formal Haar measure on the affine 

group and the Haar measure on the Lie group. We use this relation to establish the 

formal quantum equivalence of the mechanical formulation on G with the conventional 

WZW formulation on G. The statements of this section hold only up to irrelevant 

constants. 

The formal Haar measure dg on G is equal, under the translation dictionary, to 

the spatial product of Haar measures dg on G, 

dg(x) =IT dg(x(u)) (2.11.13a) 
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dfJ(x) = (n dxi~-') Vdet G(x), 
t,p 

dg(x( ")) = ( J} dx;(")) Jdet G(x( <1)) 

where Gip,jv and Gij are the target-space metrics on G and G. 

(2.11.13b) 

(2.11.13c) 

Our proof of (2.11.13a) goes through tangent-space variables as usual, 

d?J (X) = (g dfl"m (X)) e Hfdn <iHI:ml 

(g d,Ba(x(u))) etS(o)j dcrTrln!/ 

II dg(x(u)) 

A bn = a xi~-'GA. . a xjv,ncp,bn 
~am - am ap,Jv cp 'I ' 

where 8(0) = (1/27r) I:m is the periodic delta function 8(u) at u = 0. 

(2.11.14a) 

(2.11.14b) 

(2.11.14c) 

(2.11.14d) 

Taken with the action equality SM = Swzw in (2.11.4), this result shows the 

formal quantum equivalence of the mechanical formulation on G with the conventional 

formulation of WZW on G [21], 

(2.11.15a) 

Vg =II dg(x(r, u)) (2.11.15b) 
T -r,cr 

(2.11.15c) 

where Vg in (2.11.15b) is the formal functional measure of the conventional formu

lation. It follows from (2.11.15) and (2.9.6a) that conventional WZW averages on 

G 

(2.11.16) 
m 

can be formally computed for any :F as shown [21], using the mechanical formulation 

(GM) on G. 

As seen above, the formal measures dg(x) =Tier dg(x(u)) and TJM§ = Vg have 

closely related formal divergences. It is an important open problem to find suitably 

regularized forms of these measures. 
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2.12 Field theory on G and formal quantum equivalence 

In this section we use the formal Haar measure on G to discuss the formal quantum 

equivalence 
constraint 

g(x(T))----- g(x(T,a)) 

g(x(T,a)) g(x(T, a,&-)) (2.12.1) 

of the field theory on G with the mechanical system on G and the conventional 

formulation of WZW on G. These equivalences were discussed at the classical level 

in Section 2.6. Our conclusion is that we may take the spacetime product of Haar 

measures on G as the functional measure for the field theory on G, and this-measure

dictates a more elegant form for the constraint term of this formulation. Again, the 

measure relations of this section hold only up to irrelevant constants. 

For the discussion here, it is convenient to write the action (2. 7.23) of the field 

theory on G as 

where Sc is the constraint term. 

(2.12.2a) 

(2.12.2b) 

(2.12.2c) 

Starting from the partition function (2.11.15a) of the mechanical formulation, we 

can use the constraint identities (2.6.13) and (2.6.15) to derive the partition function 

of the field theory on G. The result is 

x8[8 xiJ.L- nabe iJ.Lf! Y•J o- •t am b,-m (2.12.3) 

where G is defined in (2.11.13c) and we used the fact (see eq.(2.6.25)) that 50 = SM 

on the constrained subspace. The functional measure in this relation contains an 

unaesthetic product of affine Haar measures at a fixed reference point O"o in a. 

We can obtain a more elegant form ofthe functional measure by changing vari

ables to the reduced affine group element g. One begins with the solution of the 
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constraint 

(:2.12.4) 

given in (2.6.14). Following steps parallel to those used in proving eq.(2.9.13a), we 

find the a-dependence of g 

on the constrained subspace. 

a A A/ 
n9 =g 

( A') Jn _ ·( ) A Jn 
9 Im = Z n - m 9Im 

One may then prove the following relation 

(2.12.5a) 

(2.12.5b) 

(2.12.5c) 

(2.12.6) 

which holds on or off the constrained subspace, and which gives the g form of the 

constraint. This relation can be proven order by order in (3am, or by the following 

simple argument. Using only chain rule and the vielbein relation (2.7.14), one finds 

that g( x( a)) satisfies 

(2.12. 7) 

on or off the constrained subspace. Because both sides of (2.12.6) vanish on the 

constrained subspace, it then follows that 

A-1 A/ • abA y.rf, g g = ZTJ Ha,-m .Lbm (2.12.8) 

on the constrained subspace. But neither side of (2.12.8) has any sigma derivatives, 

so this relation, and hence (2.12.6), must be true on or off the constrained subspace. 

Using the relation (2.12.6) in the partition function (2.12.3), we find that 

j('DMfJ)eiSM = j(1Jpg)eiSo8[g-l(8nfl-g')] = j(1J).1Jpg)eiSp 

1Jpg = IJ dg(x(r,a)) 

(2.12.9a) 

(2.12.9b) 

where the g form of the constraint appears in the functional delta function, and 1Jpg 
is the spacetime product of Haar measures on G. The improved action Sp of the field 

theory on G is [21) 

kj A( -) k!A --
2

- drdaTr g-18gg-18g - -- Tr(g-1dg)3 

~x 12~x 

k J A +X drdaTr(>.g- 1(8nfl- g')) (2.12.10) 
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where g(T,x(T,a)) E G is the reduced affine group element and g' is defined in 

eq.(2.12.5c). Because of the formal quantum equivalence (2.12.9a), this form of the 

field theory on G is another central result of the chapter. Of course, the improved 

action SF and the action Sp =50 + Sc in (2.12.2) are classically equivalent, differing 

only in the form of the constraint. 

Summary of the quantum equivalences 

Collecting the results (2.11.15a) and (2.12.9a), we have the formal quantum 

equivalences [21], 

(2.12.11) 

among all three formulations of WZW theory. Similarly, the results (2.6.16) and 

(2.11.16) may be combined to obtain the relations [21] 

(F[,Ba(xi( T, a))])G = (F[L eimu ,aam(xiJ.t( T))])GM = (F[L ,aam(xiJ.t( T, a))])Gp 
m m 

(2.12.12) 

among the formal averages of all three formulations. 

2.13 WZW as a field theory in three dimensions 

We finally turn to WZW as a three-dimensional field theory on G, a formulation 

which we will derive from the two-dimensional field theory on G 

g(x(T)) g(x(T,a)) 

modes] 
g(x(T,a)) g(x(T,a,&-)) (2.13.1) 

by another application of the translation dictionary of Section 2.9. In this case, the 

partial transmutation of the base and target space is .. 
(2.13.2a) 

g(x(T, a)): IR x 5 1 ~-t G, g(x(T,a,&)): IR x T2 ~-t G (2.13.2b) 

where 0 :::; 1T < 21r is an additional periodic coordinate. 
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We begin with the form of the two-dimensional field-theory on G, 

Sp = -~ j dTduTr (g-18gg-1 Bg) - _k_ j Tr(g-1dg)3 

2~x 12~x 

+~ j dTduTr(>.g- 1(8u§- g')) 

obtained in Section 2.12. Next, we define fields on G which are local in a, 

,Ba(x(T,u,a)) = L:eim<T,aam(x(T,u)), 
m m 

g(T, x( T, u, a)) = ei,Ba(x(-r,u,<T))Ta E G. 

(2.13.3) 

(2.13.4a) 

(2.13.4b) 

Then the action (2.13.3) can be reexpressed as a three-dimensional field theory on G 

[21], 

S3 - -+JdTdud5-Tr(g-18gg-1Bg)- k
2 

jTr(g-1 dg) 3 Ad5-
4~ X 24~ X 

+~ J dTdud5-Tr(>.g- 1(8u- 8<7 )g) (2.13.5a) 
27rX 

A= (T,u,p), 

(2.13.5b) 

(2.13.5c) 

with a four-dimensional WZW term. The first two terms of (2.13.5a) follow from 

(2.13.3) in a single step using the trace identity (2.9.17c), and the form of the con

straint term follows from (2.9.17c) and (2.13.4a). 

The three-dimensional action (2.13.5) completes the quartet of formulations of 

WZW theory announced in the introduction and shown in eq.(2.8.1). 

It is clear from the derivation above that the three-dimensional form of WZW 

theory is equivalent to the other three formulations. Instead of developing translation 

dictionaries between this formulation and the formulations on G, we confine ourselves 

here to showing a direct equivalence with the conventional WZW formulation on G, 

g(x(T)) g(x(T,u)) 

constraint 
g(x(T,u)) ---- g(x(T, u, 5-)) (2.13.6) 

in parallel with the demonstration at the end of Section 2.6. 
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To see this equivalence, we start with the three-dimensional formulation and 

solve its constraint, 

(Bu- 8,y)g(x(T,a,a)) = 0 (2.13.7) 

which is the equation of motion of the multiplier .X in (2.13.5a). This constraint can 

be simplified to 

(2.13.8) 

and one also finds that 

(2.13.9) 

by using and eqs.(2.13.4a) and (2.13.8). 

Then it is convenient to define new variables on T 2
, 

(2.13.10) 

so that xi = xi( T, a+). It follows from periodicity on T 2 that, as in (2.13.9), all the 

quantities ofthe theory on the constrained subspace are periodic functions !21r( x( T, a+)) 

of a+ with period 21r, and moreover, 

(2.13.11) 

Therefore, on the constrained subspace, the three-dimensional action (2.13.5a) has 

the form 

(2.13.12) 

after doing the integration over a-. The three-form in (2.13.12) now contains a factor 

dTda+ dp so, with the identification awzw = a+, this is the conventional WZW action 

on G. 
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Chapter 3 

Coset Constructions and the 

Gauged WZW Model 

The coset constructions are a relatively simple solution to the master equation, formed 

from the affi.ne-Sugawara construction and K-conjugation. This chapter treats them 

in the same way that the affi.ne-Sugawara construction was treated in the previous 

chapter. We begin with the Hamiltonian of the coset construction and ·show how to 

reach the gauged WZW action. As in the last chapter, we begin on the Lie group 

manifold for orientation and then repeat the process on the affine Lie group manifold. 

The coset constructions were first studied in Ref. [3, 4, 8], and the gauged WZW 

model was first studied in Ref. [13-17]. The treatment on the affine Lie group is 

original to this work, while the treatment on the Lie group is essentially the reverse 

of that in Ref. [30]. 

3.1 Gauged WZW on the Lie group 

We first assume that the group G has a subgroup H, such that the quotient space 

Gl H is a reductive coset space. In terms of the group's structure constants and 

Killing metric, this means that we can pick a basis such that 

T/AI = 0 (3.1.1) 

where A, B E h and I E 9 I h. The classical basic Hamiltonian of the coset construction 

is then 
{27r 

Ho = lo 'Ho, (3.1.2) 

where L~~h,oo = P;jhl2k is the high-level form of the coset construction inverse inertial 

stress tensor. Here, P;jh = TJ~b - TJ'hb is a projector onto the 9 I h coset space. 
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Because of the relations in (3.1.1), the left- and right-invariant h affine currents 

have vanishing Poisson brackets 

aEh (3.1.3) 

with the basic Hamiltonian (3.1.2). We may consistently take the linear combination 

Ea + Ea to be a first-class constraint, 

aEh (3.1.4) 

because its bracket with itself vanishes 

aEh 
(3.1.5) 

on the constrained subspace. (As discussed in Ref. [30], the left- and right-invariant h 

affine currents may also be individually set to constants, but this represents a gauge 

choice.) 

Following Dirac's prescription, we gauge the constraint (3.1.4) by altering the 

Hamiltonian (3.1.2) 

1-f.' = 'Ho + !:l 'H1 

1 -
1:::.1-f.l = -Ag(Ea + Ea) 

27r 

(3.1.6a) 

(3.1.6b) 

where AQ, a E h is a set of dim h Lagrange multipliers which enforce the constraint. 

It turns out that these form the time component of the gauge field of the gauged 

WZW model. 

To achieve the full standard gauged WZW Hamiltonian, we add two more terms 

to the Hamiltonian (3.1.6) 

1-f. = 1-f.o + !:l 'H1 + !:::. 'H2 + !:l 1-f.3 

tl'H.2 = .!_Lhboo(Ea + Ea)(Eb + Eb) 
47r ' 

1 b - d -
!:l'H.3 = -Lh 00 (2kTJacA~- Ea + Ea)(2krybaAI- Eb +Eb) 

47r ' 

(3.1.7a) 

(3.1. 7b) 

(3.1. 7c) 

where Lh~oo = PJ:b /2k is the high-level form of inverse inertia tensor for the affine

Sugawara construction on the h subalgebra. The term !:l 'H.2 is quadratic in the con

straint, and so will not affect the equations of motion on the constrained subspace. 

The auxiliary field A~, a E h is included as a perfect Gaussian in !:::. 'H.3, and so can 

be immediately integrated out without affecting the averages of the other fields. The 

field A~ turns out to form the space component of the gauge field of the gauged WZW 

model. 
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Using the canonical representation (2.1.4) of the affine currents, the Hamiltonian 

(3.1. 7) can be expressed in terms of canonical variables 

1-l = 1-lwzw + 2~ [2Aa Ea + 2Aa Ea + k1]abA~A~] (3.1.8a) 

21r ab i i (B) (B) + k a ba ia i k1] ea eb Pi Pi 
8

1!" 1Jabei ej uX uX 

k AaAb + 27!" 1Jab 1 1 (3.1.8b) 

where Aa = (AQ + A~)/2 and ,Aa = (AQ - A~)/2. This form of the gauged WZW 

Hamiltonian was first given in Ref. [30]. 

The Hamiltonian equation of motion 

8rxi = 
4
: 1]abeaiebjPi(B) + 2Aaeai + 2Aaeai (3.1.9) 

is easily obtained from (3.1.8). Eliminating p in favor of 8rx, one finds the gauged 

WZW action 

.CG = .Cwzw + ~.CG (3.1.10a) 

where .Cwzw is the conventional WZW Lagrange density in eq. (2.1.7b). In terms of 

the group variable g, the gauged WZW action is written [13-17] 

SG = Swzw + ~SG (3.1.11a) 

~SG = .!5......jardO'Tr(i.Ag-18g- iA8gg-1 + AA- Ag.Ag-1
) (3.1.11b) 

1rX 

where A = AaTa and A = .AaTa. This is the familiar form of the gauged WZW 

action. It is invariant under an affine H gauge transformation, 

8g = i[g, ~l 

8A =a~+ i[A, x:], 8A =ax:+ i[A, ~J 

where ~ is the affine H gauge parameter. 
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3.2 Gauged WZW on the affine Lie group 

We again begin with the classical basic Hamiltonian of the coset construction, this 

time in terms of the classical affine Lie derivatives of (2.4.2) and (2.4.3), 

Ho = L~~h,oo 2)Ea( -m)Eb(m) + Ea( -m)Eb(m)). (3.2.1) 
m 

This Hamiltonian is to be interpreted as that of a classical mechanics, in the same way 

as (2.5.la). The linear combinations of affine h Lie derivatives Ea(m) + Ea(m), a E h 

may be taken as a set of first-class constraints 

{Ea(m) + Ea(m), Ho} = 0, aEh (3.2.2a) 

because of the vanishing of their brackets with the basic Hamiltonian and with each 

other. 

Following the logic of the previous section, we add three terms to the basic 

Hamiltonian, 

H = Ho + !::.Ht + !::.H2 + !::.H3 

b.Ht = Agm(Ea(m) + Ea(m)) 

!::.Ht = ~Lhboo(Ea(-m) + Ea( -m))(Eb(m) + Eb(m)) 2 , 

(3.2.3a) 

(3.2.3b) 

(3.2.3c) 

!::.H2 = ~Lh~oo(2k1]acA~m- Ea( -m) + Ea( -m))(2k1]bdA~·-m- Eb(m) + Eb(m)) 
(3.2.3d) 

where A.gm and Atm, a E h, m E 7l are the components of the affine H gauge field. 

Since we are now dealing with a mechanical model (with a one-dimensional base 

space), we' of course cannot identify Ao and At as time and space components of 

the gauge field. However, they still do perform a role analogous to that of their 

counterparts in the conventional gauged WZW model. As in the conventional gauged 

WZW model, the term !::.Ht enforces the constraint, the term b.H2 is quadratic in the 

constraint, and so will not affect the equations of motion on the constrained subspace, 

and the term !::.H3 can be eliminated by integrating out At. 

Writing the mechanical Hamiltonian H in terms of the classical reduced affine 

Lie derivatives (2.4.2,3), we have 

H (3.2.4a) 
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2A-am i~-t - 2Aam- i~-t + + k Aa,-mAbm + earn Pi~-t + earn Pi~-t 'f/ab 1 1 (3.2.4b) 

1 ab i~-t jv (BA) (BA) + k ab{), Y• A Y• "k"' ea,-m ebm Pij.t Piv 4"' a,-m Hb,m 

+Aam(2eami~-tPi~-t(B) + kDamY•) + Aam(2eami~-tPi~-t(B)- k(f2-1)amY•) 

(3.2.4c) 

where Aam = (Agm + A~m)/2 and _Aam = (Agm- A~m)/2. The Hamiltonian equation 

of motion for 8Tx is then 

8 i~-t _ 2 ab i~-t jv - ab i~-tAbmY• + 2A-ameami!J + 2Aame-am'l-' Tx - "k"' ea,-m ebm Pjv- 'fJ ea -m ~t 

- ~Tlabe i~-te jvp. (BA) + 2A-ame i~-t + 2Aame- i~-t - k't a,-m bm JV am am · 

(3.2.5a) 

(3.2.5b) 

Eliminating Pi~-t in favor of 8Txi~J, we find the mechanical formulation of the gauged 

WZW action on the affine Lie group, 

SaM= j drLaM, (3.2.6a) 

(3.2.6b) 

where LM is the mechanical WZW Lagrangian in eq. (2.5.7b) or (2.5.8). Using the 

translation dictionary of Section 2.9 and the mode identities 

Aa(r,u) = L:eimu Aam(r), Aa(r,u) = L:eimu _Aam(r) (3.2.7) 
m m 

this action is easily checked to be equivalent to the conventional gauged WZW action 

(3.1.10). Following the method in Section 2.11.2, we may also obtain the g form of 

the mechanical gauged WZW action, 

(3.2.8a) 

(3.2.8c) 

where A Aamfam and A = _Aamfam, SM is the mechanical WZW action in 
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eq. (2.11.3), and 9(T,x(r)) EGis the reduced affine group element in affine ma

trix representation T (see Section 2. 7). 

Like the conventional gauged WZW model, the mechanical action (3.2.8) is in

variant under an affine H gauge transformation, 

89 = i[9, k] 

8A = ~(ork + k') + i[A, -\], 8A =~(ark- k') + i[A, -\] 

• _ am( )T' 
K = K 7" am 1 a E h, mE 7l. 

(3.2.9a) 

(3.2.9b) 

(3.2.9c) 

where k is the affine H gauge parameter, and k' is defined in analogy to 9' in (3.2.8c). 

The parameter k is related to the parameter in eq. (3.1.12) 

Ka( O", 7 ) = I>imcr Kam( 7 ) (3.2.10) 
m 

under the translation dictionary of Section 2.9. In order to verify the affine H gauge 

invariance, we obtain the term-by-term results, 

8SM =- ;~ 1 drTr (9-1 (8.,.9 + 9')(8rk- k')- (8r9- 9')9-1 (8rk + k')) (3.2.11a) 

= 
2
:1 drTr (i9- 1 (8rg + 9')(8rk- k')- 2.A(8rk + k') + 2.A9-1 (8rk + k')9) 

(3.2.11b) 

= 
2
: 1 drTr ( -i( 8r9- 9')9-1 

( ork + k') - 2A( ork- k') + 2A9( ork- k')9-1
) 

(3.2.11c) 

8 (~ 1 drTr(2AA)) = ~ 1 drTr (A(ork- k') + .A(ork + k')) (3.2.11d) 

(
k 1 ' ' ·- ) k 1 ' (- ) 8 X drTr(-2A9A9-1

) =-X drTr A9-1(8rk+k')9+A(9(8rk-k')9- 1 

(3.2.11e) 

whose sum 8SGM is zero on inspection. 
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3.3 Constrained formulations of gauged WZW 

So far, we have described the formulations of the gauged WZW model depicted in 

the left-hand column of the picture 

constraint 
g(x(r))----- g(x(r,cr)) 

modes I constraint modes I 
g(x(r,cr)) ---- g(x(r, cr, &)) (3.3.1) 

that was introduced in Section 2.8. For completeness, we now give the results for the 

constrained formulations in the right-hand column of the picture. 

3.3.1 Gauged WZW as a field theory on the affine group 

To express the gauged WZW model as a two-dimensional field theory on the affine 

Lie group, we follow the steps in Section 2.6. We begin by finding an operator Pc to 

use as the generator of spatial translations. 

A reasonable candidate is the momentum operator Pwzw from eq. (2.6.4), 

(3.3.2a) 

(3.3.2b) 

but, as shown in (3.3.2b), this object does not commute with the gauged WZW Hamil

tonian (3.2.4a). We correct this by adding two terms to the candidate momentum 

operator, 

P. P · Aam A · A-am .A 
G = wzw + zm Pam+ zm Pam (3.3.3) 

where P:m and P:m, a E h, m E 7l. are momenta* canonically conjugate to the gauge 
fields Aam and _Aam 

' 

{Aam A} ·c am 
,Pbn = 2Ubn ' {A-am .A} ·c am 

,Pbn = 2Ubn · (3.3.4) 

The revised momentum operator in (3.3.3) then commutes with the Hamiltonian as 

required, 

{H,Pc} = 0 (3.3.5a) 

*In a complete description of the dynamics of the canonical momenta pA and p.A, one sets them 

equal to zero in a system of second-class constraints, introducing Dirac brackets. This is not necessary 

for our purposes here, but the complete treatment on the Lie group is given in Ref. (30]. 
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and so may be used to define spatial traslations, according to (3.3.5b ). 

We may now find the spatial derivatives 

a XiJ.l. _ nabe iJ.LA Y• u - •t a,-m ~Gbm 

(3.3.5b) 

(3.3.6a) 

(3.3.6b) 

of the affine group coordinate x and the gauge fields A and A. In analogy to the 

procedure in Section 2.6, the equation (3.3.6b) is interpreted as a constraint on the 

. gauge fields. 

From this point, it is a simple matter to follow the steps of Section 2.6, obtaining 

the action of the two-9Jmensional field theory on G, 

(3.3. 7a) 

(3.3.7b) 

where .Cp is the Lagrange density of the constrained two-dimensional WZW model on 

Gin eq. (2.6.24), and ).A and ,XA are Lagrange multipliers that enforce the constraint 

(3.3.6b ). 

To express this formulation in terms of the affine group variable g, we follow the 

steps of Sections 2. 7 and 2.12 to obtain the action, 

SaF =SF+ !::..SaF (3.3.8a) 

~ J dTd(}Tr( iAg-1 ag - iABgg-1 + AA- AgAg-1
) 

7rX 

+ ~ j dTd(}Tr (xA(auA- A')+ ,XA(auA- A')) (3.3.8b) 

A I 

where >.A = >-:_m7Jabfam, ,XA = .x:_m'rJabfam, A' and A are defined in analogy to 

g' in (3.2.8c), and SF is given in eq. (2.12.10). In this form, the affine H gauge 

transformation is 

off= i[fl, K] 
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bA =OK+ i[A, KL 
A _ am( )T. 
K = K CJ, T am, a E h, mE 71. 

(3.3.9b) 

(3.3.9c) 

where the gauge parameter K is constrained so that OtrKam = imt>.am. Notice that the 

affine H gauge transformation in this formulation bears a striking resemblance to the 

transformation in the conventional formulation (3.1.12). 

3.3.2 Gauged WZW as a field theory in three dimensions 

Following the steps of Section 2.13, we define fields that are local in a third coordinate 

CJ, 

Aa(r, CJ, a)= L eimu Aam(T, CJ), _Aa(r,CJ,a) =Leima-_Aam(r,CJ) (3.3.10a) 
m m 

(3.3.10b) 
m 

(3.3.10c) 
m 

to supplement the definitions in (2.13.4). Then we may obtain the formulation of the 

gauged WZW model as a three-dimensional field theory on the Lie group, 

+ j drdCJdaTr( i.Ag-18g - iAfJgg-1 + AA- Ag.Ag-1
) 

27r X 

(3.3.11a) 

+~ j drdCJdaTr(>.:'\ 8<7 - 8a- )A)+ ~ j drdCJdaTr(:XA( 8<7 -on )A) 
27rX 27rX 

(3.3.1lb) 

where S3 is given in eq. (2.13.5). The affine H gauge transformation in this formu

lation bears the same form as that in the convertional formulation (3.1.12), except 

that the gauge parameter Ka( r, CJ, a) now depends on the third coordinate, but is 

constrained so that ( 8<7 - 8a-) K = 0. 
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Chapter 4 

The Generic Affine-Virasoro 

Constructions and Action 

Among the solutions of the Virasoro master equation, the affine-Sugawara construc

tions and the coset constructions represent special points of particularly high symme

try. The generic solution to the master equation possesses no special symmetry, other 

than that guaranteed by K-conjugation. As is well known [18, 22], that symmetry is 

given by the diffeomorphism group, embedded within affine G x G. 

In this chapter, we apply the methods of the last two chapters to the generic 

affine-Virasoro construction. As before, we work from the Hamiltonian to the action, 

and we consider first the case on the Lie group manifold, and then on the affine Lie 

group manifold. 

The generic affine-Virasoro construction was first studied in Ref. [9, 10]. The 

non-linear form of the generic affine-Virasoro action was given in Ref. [18]. Here, 

we focus on the linearized form of the action, which was given on the Lie group in 

Ref. [22]. The treatment on the affine Lie group is original to this work. 

4.1 The generic affine-Virasoro action on the Lie group 

Given a high-level solution of the Virasoro master equation 

(4.1.1) 

the classical basic Hamiltonian of the generic affine-Virasoro construction is [18],-

r2r. 
Ho = Jo d0'1i, (4.1.2a) 
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(4.1.2b) 

This basic Hamiltonian has vanishing Poisson brackets with the operators I< and K 
of the K -conjugate theory, 

r.'- 1 L-abE E 1\ =- 00 a b, 
27r 

{Ho,K(a)} = {H0 ,K(a)} = 0 

(4.1.3a) 

(4.1.3b) 

where L: = pab j2k = Tfab j2k - L: is the high-level K-conjugate solution of the 

master equation corresponding to L:. These operators generate the algebra of Diff 

s1 x Diff sb 
{K(a),K(a')} = i[K(a) + K(a')]8,.8(a- a') 

{I?( a), K(a')} = -i[K(a) + J?(a')]8,.8(a- a') 

{I<( a), K(a')} = 0 

and so may be taken as a set of first-class constraints, 

J{ ~ 0, 

because their brackets with each other vanish on the constrained subspace. 

(4.1.4a) 

(4.1.4b) 

( 4.1.4c) 

(4.1.5) 

As in the last chapter, we follow Dirac's prescription, and gauge the constraint 

(4.1.5) by altering the Hamiltonian [18] 

1-l' = 'Ho + 6.H1 

1 -b -b--
6.H1 = -(vL~EaEb + vL~EaEb) 

27r 

(4.1.6a) 

(4.1.6b) 

where v and v are Lagrange multipliers which enforce the constraints. They may be 

identified with a metric on the world-sheet [18]. 

This Hamiltonian may be directly translated into an action, leading to the non

linear affine-Virasoro action given in Ref. [18]. Here, we will instead follow the exam

ple of the last chapter, introducing auxiliary fields which will lead to relatively simple 

equations of motion, and eventually the linearized affine-Virasoro action of Ref. [22]. 

We begin by defining two matrices, 

wa b = oab + a.Pa b, (W-1 )ab = 8ab + ~(v- 1)Pa b 

wa b = 8ab + &.Pa b, (W-1 )a b =Dab+ ~(v- 1)Pa b 

1-v 
a=-

- 1 +v' 
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1-v 
&.=--1+v· 

(4.1.7a) 

(4.1.7b) 

( 4.1. 7c) 



Using these matrices, we add two terms to the Hamiltonian (4.1.6), 

D..?-£2 - 2~k (kBa- (W- 1 )adEd) 'fJacwc b (kBb- (W- 1 hdEd) 

--
1
- (kB - (W-1 ) dE ) 'Tlacw b (kB - (W-1 ) dE) 

27r k a a d 'I c b b d • 

(4.1.8a) 

(4.1.8b) 

Here, Ba and Ba, a = 1, ... , dimg are a set of auxiliary fields, called the auxiliary 

connections for reasons discussed below. Since C:::.?-£2 is quadratic in B and 13, the 

auxiliary connections are easily integrated out, showing that the theory is unchanged 

for averages of functions of x and p. 

For passage to the action·; it is convenient to rearrange H as follows, 

'H = 'Hwzw 

-0::2 

L:BaBb- 2~k (kBa- Ea)TJab(kBb- Eb) 

ak2 
- b - - 1 - - b - -

--L~BaBb- -
2 

k(kBa- Ea)TJa (kBb- Eb) 
7r 7r~ 

(4.1.9a) 

(4.1.9b) 

Because of the simple equation of motion in (4.1.9b), we obtain the linearized form 

[22] 

( 4.1.10a) 

(4.1.10b) 

of the affine-Virasoro action. Note that the first two terms in£ almost comprise the 

WZW Lagrange density Cwzw in eq. (2.1. 7), but the kinetic energy term has the 

wrong sign. This sign may be corrected via a redefinition of the auxiliary fields (see 

Ref. [22]), but this is not necessary for our purposes. As discussed in Ref. [22], the 
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auxiliary connections B, B may be integrated out of the linearized action (4.1.10) to 

recover the non-linear form of the action of Ref. [18]. 

In terms of the group variable g, the linearized affine-Virasoro action is written 

[19, 23] 

(4.1.11a) 

(4.1.11b) 

-- - ab B = Ba'TJ n, (4.1.11c) 

where Swzw is the WZW action (2.1.9), and we have defined the covariant derivatives 

Ds and Ds. 

In this form, the theory is clearly seen as a Di:ff 52-gauged WZW model, which 

bears an intriguing resemblance to the form of the usual (Lie algebra) gauged WZW 

model (3.1.11). As we shall see in the following section, this resemblance is due to 

the Di:ff S2(I<) transformations of the auxiliary connections. 

4.2 Gauge invariance of the generic affine-Virasoro action 

As mentioned above, the generic affine-Virasoro action is invariant under the group 

of di:ffeomorphisms Di:ff S2(I<) generated by the K-conjugate stress tensors. For the 

form of the action (4.1.10), the transformations are 

sa. = -a~ + ~ a a., 
8Ba = fabcKbBc + 'rfab8Kb, 

"'a = 2k~La:,Bb, 

..... 
8a = -ae +[a a 

- c-b - - -b 8Ba = Jab K Be + 'rfab8K 

r.,a = 2k[La:,!3b 

(4.2.1a) 

( 4.2.1b) 

( 4.2.1c) 

( 4.2.1d) 

where ~(T,o-) and [(T,o-) are the diffeomorphism parameters. For the group element 

form ( 4.1.11) of the action, the transformations 

8g = giK - iK,g 

8B = 8K + i[B, K], 8B = 8r., + i[B, r.,] 
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( 4.2.2b) 

( 4.2.2c) 



replace those for x and Bin (4.2.1). 

Following Refs. [18, 22], we remark on the embedding of Diff S2(K) in (classical) 

affine G x G. The transformation of the group element gin eq.(4.2.2a) shows that 

infinitesimal Diff S2 (K) transformations are particular transformations in (classical) 

affine G x G, with the field-dependent local Lie g x Lie g gauge parameters K, K, in 

eq. (4.2.1d). In this sense, Diff S2 (K) is embedded locally in (classical) affine G x G. 

Moreover, the result ( 4.2.2b) shows that the auxiliary connections B, B transform 

under Diff S2 (K) as local Lie g x Lie g gauge fields, or connections, with the same 

gauge parameters K, K-. The Diff S2 (K) transformations of the auxiliary connections 

are also responsible for the intriguing resemblance of the linearized action ( 4.1.11) to 

the form of the usual (Lie algebra) gauged VvZW model in (3.1.11). The embedding of 

Diff S2 in the affine algebra is the underlying geometry of the generic affine-Virasoro 

construction, and this geometry will continue to play a central role in the other 

formulations of the action below. 

Because verification of the diffeomorphism invariance of the linearized actions 

involves considerable algebra, we give the term-by-term results for the g form of the 

final action in ( 4.1.11), 

i/;; J 1 - - 1 8Swzw = -- drdcrTr(g- 8ga,.,- 8gg- 8K-) 
1rX 

( 4.2.3a) 

( 
k2 ) k 8 -

2 
jdrdcraL:Tr(TaB)Tr(nB) = --jdrdcrTr(B8K) 

7rX 7rX 
(4.2.3c)-

8 ( k
2 

2 / drdcraL:Tr(TaB)Tr(n/3)) = -~ j drdcrTr(B8K-) 
7rX · 7rX 

( 4.2.3d) 

whose sum 85Av is zero on inspection. 

It should also be emphasized that the non-linear and linear forms of the affine

Virasoro action are conformal and Diff S2 (K)-invariant because L':! and L':! are solu

tions of the high-level Virasoro master equation. For example, temporarily assuming 

arbitrary L':!, we obtain the extra. terms in the K- variation of SAv, 

8S.4v ~~:
2 

j drdcr atr(BTa)(L:- 2kLC:,TJcdL~)8 [(tr(Bn)) 

0 

which vanish for the explicit solutions L':! in (4.1.1). 
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4.3 The generic action on the affine Lie group 

We again begin with the classical basic Hamiltonian of the generic affine-Virasoro 

construction, this time in terms of the classical affine Lie derivatives of (2.4.2,3), 

(4.3.1) 
m 

This Hamiltonian is to be interpreted as that of a classical mechanics, in the same 

way as (2.5.1a) and (3.2.1). 

The operator modes I<m and Km of the K-conjugate theory may be taken as a 

set of first-class constraints, 

because they generate the mode algebra of Diff 51 x Diff 51 in ( 4.3.2c,d). 

(4.3.2b) 

(4~3.2c) 

( 4.3.2d) 

As in Section 4.1, we gauge the constraint (4.3.2a) by altering the Hamiltonian 

( 4.3.1) 

H' = Ho + f').1{1 

f').H1 = vm LC:,Ea( -n)Eb(m + n) + vm LC:,Ea( -n)Eb(m + n) 

(4.3.3a) 

(4.3.3b) 

where vm and vm, m E 7L. are Lagrange multipliers which enforce the constraints. 

In order to introduce auxiliary fields, some preliminary steps are necessary. We 

first define matrices v and -5 

A n- PC Vm = V Up,n-m, 
~ n _ -pc 
Vm = V Up,n-m 

which are functions of n - m only. We then construct matrices a and & 

1-v a=-
- 1 +v' 

~-1--B 
a=--A. 

1+v 

(4.3.4) 

(4.3.5) 

Because of the delta-function forms of the matrices in (4.3.4), any power series func

tion :F(v)mn or :F(-B)mn of those matrices is guaranteed to be a function of n- m 

only. We can therefore decompose the a and & matrices, 

A n pc am = a Up,n-m, ~ n -pc am = a <Jp,n-m ( 4.3.6) 
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where a:m and am, mE 7l. are a new set of fields that may be used to replace vm and 
-m v . 

We may now define two matrices, 

WA bn _ { c bn + A n)P- b am = Oam O:m a ' (4.3.7a) 

W~ bn _ ( c bn + ~ n)P- b am = Oam O:m a ' (~-1 ) bn 8 bn lc· n 8 n)-b W am = am + 2 Vm - m Pa (4.3.7b) 

which will play the the same role as those we defined in (4.1.7c) on the Lie group. 

Using these matrices, we add two terms to the Hamiltonian (4.3.3), 

H = H' + .6.H2 ( 4.3.8a) 

.6.H2 -~ ( kBa,-m - (W-1 )a,-m dp E~(p)) Tlaewem bn ( kBbn - (W-1 hn dp Ed(P)) 

- ~ ( ki3a,-m - (W -1 
)a,-m dp Ed(P)) Tlaew em bn ( kBbn - (W -1 

)bn dp Ed(P)) 

(4.3.8b) 

where Bam and Bam, a = 1 ... dim g, m E 7l. are a set of auxiliary fields, called 

the auxiliary connections on the affine group. As in Section 4.1, since the action is 

quadratic in B and B, the auxiliary connections are easily integrated out, showing 

that the theory is once again unchanged for averages of functions of x and p. 

For passage to the action, it is convenient to rearrange H as follows, 

H = Hwzw 

-2k2CLm nfabBamBbn- ~ (kBa,-m)- Ea( -m)) Tlab (kBbm- Eb(m)) 

-2k2 f:cmnfabBamBbn- ~ (kBa,-m)- E~(-m)) Tlab (kBbm- Eb(m)J4.3.9a) 

2 if-' ab jv - + ab ii-'A Y• + 2 i,_. ab(B A enB- ) -kea,-m T7 ebm Pjv T7 ea,-m Hbm ea,-m T7 bm - Hbm en 

_ 2 if-' ab jv (BA ) + 2 if-' ab(B A enB- ) - -kea,-mTl ebm Pjv ea,-m T7 bm - Hbm en . ( 4.3.9b) 

The Hamiltonian equations of motion ( 4.3.9b) may easily be inverted to find the 

linearized action on the affine Lie group, 

(4.3.10a) 
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k b . • • k bA A 

--71 e· a,-me. ma x'll8 XJLI + -7la n Y•Q Y• 
4 

•tab til JLI T T 
4 

•t a,-m bm 

• ( 1 A ) + k8-rXtll e;ll Y• + 2 e;ll am f2am Y• 

+2k2&.-m n LabBamBbn + k( aTxilleill am - nb,-m Y• 'rJab)Bam 

+2k2 ~ nL-abB- B- + k(8 ill- am+ (A-1) Y• ab)B-a_m am bn -rX e;ll ~ G b,-m 'rJ am 

(4.3.10b) 

+2k2 A nL-abB B + k(8 ill am A Y• ab)B Ct-m am bn -rX e;ll - .~ Gb,-m 'rJ am 

+2k2f;, nL-abB- B + k(8 xille-· am+ (n-1) y.7lab)f3 
'-"-m am bn T til b,-m •t am 

(4.3.10c) 

Using the translation dictionary of Section 2.9 and the mode identities 

Ba( T, 0') = L eimO'Bam( T ), Ba( T, 0') = L eimO' sam( T) (4.3.11a) 
m m 

(4.3.11b) 
m m 

(4.3.11c) 
m m 

the action 4.3.10 is easily checked to be equivalent to the linearized affine-Virasoro 

action (4.1.10) on the Lie group. Following the method in Section 2.11'.2, we may 

also obtain the g form of the mechanical affine-Virasoro action, 

(4.3.12a) 

J ( 2k2 - b A A A A A A 2k2 - b A A ~ A A ~ 
dT X2 &._m n L~ Tr(TamB)Tr(nnB) + X

2 
&._m n L~ Tr(TamB)Tr(TbnB) 

-
2
: Tr ((a-r!J- 9' + 2if39)(8-rfJ-1 + (fJ- 1

)' + 2iBfJ-1
)) (4.3.12b) 

( 4.3.12c) 

where SM is the mechanical form of the WZW action (2.11.3), and g(T,x(T)) EGis 

the reduced affine group element in affine matrix representation T (see Section 2. 7). 
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4.4 Gauge invariance of the mechanical affine-Virasoro 

action 

Under Diff S2(K), the action (4.3.10) is invariant under the transformation 

ba:m = -8Tem + imem +en Bt a:m+n + i(m + 2n)e-na:m+n 

bam = -8T[m - im[m + [-n Bt am+n - i( m + 2n )[-n a.m+n 

( 4.4.1a) 

(4.4.1b) 

(4.4.1c) 

cB _ + cp bnB (8 · ) ,b,-m o am - Jam,bn 1\, cp+7lab r-Zm 1\, , 
cB- + cp-bnB- + (8 + · )-b -m o am = J am,bn 1\, cp 1lab r zm 1\, ' 

,.am = 2kt-nL-abB 
n - <, 00 b,n-m' 

( 4.4.1d) 

( 4.4.1e) 

where em(r) and [m(r), mE 7L. are the diffeomorphism parameters. For the g form 

(4.3.12) of the action, the transformations 

8§ = gik, - ikg 

;;. = ,..amr' 
tt.- - n., am, 

(4.4.2a) 

( 4.4.2b) 

(4.4.2c) 

replace those for x and B in ( 4.4.1). As was the case for the affine Vir as oro ac

tion on the Lie group (see Section 4.1), Diff S2(K) is embedded in (classical) affine 

G x G. The transformation of the affine group element gin (4.4.2a) is again that of 

a transformation in affine G x G, restricted according to eq. (4.4.1e). The auxiliary 

connections B, Bon the affine group transform as connections. The gauge parameters 

/\,' K. and e, [above are related to those in Section 4.2 

(4.4.3a) 
m m 

(4.4.3b) 
m m 

under the translation dictionary of Section 2.9. 

In order to verify the diffeomorphism in variance of the action ( 4. 3.12), we give 

the term-by-term results, 

bSM =- ~~ J drTr (9- 1 (8r§ + g')(8rk,- k')- (8r§- g')g- 1 (8rR + R')) 

b (-
2
: J drTr ((8r§- g' + 2iBg)(8r§-1 + (g-1

)' + 2iBg-1
))) 
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(4.4.4b) 

( 4.4.4c) 

( 4.4.4d) 

whose sum 8SAvM is zero on inspection. 

4.5 Constrained formulations of the affine-Virasoro action 

So far, we have described the formulations of the affine-Virasoro action depicted in 

the left-hand column of the picture 

constraint 
g(x(r))----- g(x(r,cr)) 

modes l constraint modes l 
g(x(r, cr)) ----g(x(r, cr, &)) (4.5.1) 

that was introduced in Section 2.8. For completeness, we now give the results for the 

constrained formulations in the right-hand column of the picture. 

4.5.1 The affine~ Virasoro action as a field theory on the 

affine group 

To express the generic affine-Virasoro action as a two-dimensional field theory on the 

affine Lie group, we follow the steps in Sections 2.6 and 3.3.1. We begin by finding 

an operator PAv to use as the generator of spatial translations. 

Following the logic of Section 3.3.1, it is clear that that appropriate momentum 

operator is 

P P · am · B- am · m a · -m a 
AV = wzw - zmBamPB - zm amP/3 + zma Pm + zma Pm (4.5.2) 

where Pwzw is the WZW momentum operator from eq. (2.6.4), p[r and p{r, a = 
1 ... dim g, m E ?l are momenta canonically conjugate to the auxiliary connections 
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Bam and Bam, and P~m and pa, m E 7L. are momenta canonically conjugate to the 

gauge fields a and a 

{B bn} ·c bn am, PB = ZVam , 

{ m a} · c m a ,pn = ZVn , 

{B- bn} · c bn am, Ps = ZVam 

{
-m Ci} ·em a ,pn = ZVn · 

( 4.5.3a) 

(4.5.3b) 

As expected, the momentum operator ( 4.5.2) commutes with the Hamiltonian ( 4.3.9a), 

{H,PAv}=O 

ouA = i{PAv, A} 

and so may be used to define spatial translations, according to ( 4.5.4b ). 

We may now find the spatial derivatives, 

~ xiJ.l - nabe iJ.JA Y• Vq - 'I a,-m ~Lbm 

(4.5.4a) 

(4.5.4b) 

( 4.5.5a) 

( 4.5.5b) 

(4.5.5c) 

of the affine group coordinate x, the auxiliary connections B and 13, and the gauge 

fields a and a. In analogy to the procedure in Sections 2.6 and 3.3.1, the equations 

( 4.5.5b) and ( 4.5.5c) are interpreted as constraints on the auxiliary connections and 

the gauge fields. 

From this point, it is a simple matter to follow the steps of Section 2.6, obtaining 

the action of the two-dimensional field theory on G, 

SAVF = j dTdaCAvP ( 4.5.6a) 

k a,-m bm(~ iv~ jv ~ iJ.J~ jv) + k B ~ iJ.J~ jv - S7r T/abeiJ.l ejv VrX VrX - VqX VuX 
4

7!' iJ.J,jvV-rX VqX 

+k
2 

A nL-abB B + k (8 iJ.J a iJ.J) amB -a-m 00 am bn - -rX - uX e;J.l am 
7l' 27!' 

k
2 

A nL-abB- B- k ( ~ iJ.J a iJ.J)- amB-+-a-m 00 am bn +- V-rX + uX e;J.l am 
7l' 27!' 

+ k abB A cnB- + k' (a iJ.J ab iJ.Jn Y•) -TJ a -mHbm en /\i, qX - TJ ea -m Hbm 
7r ' ,_ ' 

+kXf,m(ouBam + imBam) + kJ..c;,m(ouBam + imBam) 

+k-\~(ouam- imam)+ kJ..~(ouam- imam) 
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where ,\, As, As, N\ and x:r are Lagrange multipliers that enforce the various con

straints. 

To express this formulation in terms of the affine group variable g, we follow the 

steps of Sections 2. 7 and 2.12 to obtain the action, 

k ~ - 1 ) --Tr(D ·gD ·g- ) 
7rX s s 

+~ j dTdO"Tr (As( BuB- B') + 5..s(8uB- 8')) 
x. 

+~ j dTdO" (A~(8ucr- imam)+ 5..~(8uam- imam)) 

~ - - ~ ~ "-' 

(4.5.7a) 

(4.5.7b) 

(4.5.7c) 

where As= A{rTam, As= >.[,mTam, !3' and !3 are defined in analogy tog' in (2.11.3b), 

and SF is given in eq. (2.12.10). In this form, the Diff S2 gauge transformation is 

8g = giK- ikg 

-bam = -a[m + [-n a am+n 

8B = 8K + i[l3, K], 

( 4.5.8a) 

(4.5.8b) 

(4.5.8c) 

where the Diff 52 parameters e, ( are constrained so that auem = imem and 8u[m = 
imem. Notice that the Diff 52 gauge transformation in this formulation bears a 

striking resemblance to the transformation in the formulation on the Lie group ( 4.2.2). 

4.5.2 The affine-Virasoro action as a field theory in three 

dimensions 

Following the steps of Section 2.13, we define fields that are local in a third coordinate 

0", 

!3a(T,O",iT) = I::e-imul3am(T,O"), Ba( T, 0", iT) = .L::e-imu Bam ( T, 0") ( 4.5.9a) 
m m 

a(T,O",iT) = l:eimuam(T,O"), a( T, O", iT) = L eimu am( T, 0") ( 4.5.9b) 
m m 
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(4.5.9c) 
m 

(4.5.9d) 
m 

, a ( -) _ "'"' -imu, a ( ) 
A T,f7,f7 = ~e "'m T,f7, (4.5.9e) 

m m 

to supplement the definitions in (2.13.4). Then we may obtain the formulation of the 

gauged WZW model as a three-dimensional field theory on the Lie group, 

(4.5.10a) 

J dTde7der ( k:a 
2 
L:Tr(TaB)Tr(nB) + k:a 

2 
L:Tr(TaB)Tr(n.B) 

2~ X 2~ X 

~--;-Tr(D8gD8g.:_ 1 )) 
2~ X 

+ ~ j dTde7derTr (>.8 ( 8u - 817 )B + ~8 ( ou - 8a- )B) 
2~x 

+~ j dTde7der (>.a( ou- 817 )a+ ~a( Ou- 817 )a) 
2~x 

(4.5.10b) 

where 53 is given in eq. (2.13.5). The Diff S2 gauge transformation in this formulation 

bears the same form as that in the two-dimensional formulation (4.2.2) on the Lie 

group, except that the gauge parameters~( T, f7, fr), (( T, f7, fr) now depend on the third 

coordinate, but are constrained so that ( Ou - 817 )~ = ( Ou - 817 )( = 0. 
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Chapter 5 

Conclusion 

This thesis has generalized a procedure, first discussed in Ref. [21] for the WZW 

model, for generating new formulations of conformal field theories (CFTs). If a con

formal field theory's Hamiltonian is conventionally constructed on the Lie group with 

local affine currents, then it may be transcribed onto the affine Lie group by means of 

the classical affine Lie derivatives. Once the Hamiltonian is written in terms of canon

ical variables on the affine group, it is a straightforward matter to find the action. In 

this way, a two-dimensional field theory on the Lie group with a three-dimensional 

WZW term may be converted into a one-dimensional mechanical model on the affine 

group, with a two-dimensional WZW term. 

Alternatively, one may preserve the dimensionality of the base space by introduc

ing a momentum operator P which \\"ill serve as the generator of spatial translations. 

This momentum operator must, of course, commute with the Hamiltonian. In this for

mulation, the conformal field theory takes the form of a two-dimensional field theory 

on the affine group with a three-dimensional WZW term, but the spatial dependence 

of the variables is constrained by the introduction of the momentum operator. 

There is also a fourth formulation of conformal field theory, which makes use 

of similar spatial constraints. In this formulation, the theory appears as a three

dimensional field theory on the Lie group with a four-dimensional WZW term. 

We have also shown how each of these formulations may be expressed either in 

terms of the coordinates on the appropriate group manifold, or in terms of the appro

priate group elements. In addition, we have provided a translation dictionary that 

shows the equivalences among the various formulations. Under the translation dictio

nary, the new formulations on the affine group are understood as mode formulations 

of the formulations on the Lie group. 

We have shown how to apply the above prescription to three specific theories: 
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the WZW model, the gauged WZW model, and the generic affine-Vir as oro action. 

But the procedure is quite general, and can be applied at the Hamiltonian level for 

any theory whose Hamiltonian on the Lie group is written in terms of affine currents. 

At the action level, it is likely that one may also apply the translation dictionary to 

convert any theory from the Lie group to the affine Lie group. For example, one such 

application could be the generalized Thirring models of Refs. [34-36). 

The potential utility of these new formulations lies in giving the researcher more 

points of view with which to examine a particular model. For some uses, the new 

formulations may provide more insight or functionality. For example, one might try 

to use some sort of mode cut-off on the affine group as a regulator. Or one might 

better understand the nature of the WZW term from the way in which it naturally 

arises within geometric structures on the affine group. 

Whatever the practical uses of these new formulations, it seems only natural 

to formulate conformal field theories on the affine Lie group manifold, especially 

considering the intimate connection between CFTs and affine algebras. 
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Appendix A: Identities on G 

We list below some useful identities on the Lie group G, including in particular 

the explicit ,8-basis forms of various quantities which are central to the proofs of 

Sections 2.9, 2.10 and 2.11. Here, la, a= 1 ... dimg are the generators of Lie g, and 

xi, i = 1 ... dim g are Einstein coordinates on the group manifold. 

A. Group element and adjoint action. 

Oa cT]cdOb d = T]ab 

Hadj = ,aar:di. 

(A.1a) 

(A.1b) 

(A.1c) 

The-quantities 7Jab and r:dj are the Killing metric and adjoint representation of Lie _ 

g. 

B. Vielbeins and inverse vielbeins. 

- · ~ -1 - aJ ei = -zguig = ei a 

-a bn a ei = -ei Hb , - i (n-1) b i ea = - ~t a eb 

eiH -1 
M(H) = iH . 

(A.2a) 

(A.2b) 

(A.2c) 

(A.2d) 

The Cartan-Maurer and inverse Cartan-Maurer relations in (A.2b) hold also fore -7 e. 
C. Antisymmetric tensor field. 

Ta is any matrix irrep of Lie g. 

D. Local currents on G. 

( eiH - e-iH) - 2iH 
N(H) = (iH)2 (A.3a) 

(A.3b) 

(A.3c) 

Ea(e7) = 21feaiPi(B) + ~1]abelouxi = 27r(C(Hadj))abPb- k8u,Bc(D(Hadj))cb1Jba (A.4a) 

Ea(e7) = 21feaiPi(B)- ~1]abel8uxi = 27r(C(Hadj))abPb + k8u,Bc(D(Hadj))cbT]ba (A.4b) 
2 
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(A.4c) 

iH 
C(H) = B , et - 1 

(A.4d) 

- iH 
C(H) = .H , e-t -1 

- eiH -1- iH 
D(H) = iH(eiH- 1) . (A.4e) 

The canonical momenta p;(a) and Pa(a), which can be classical or quantum, are 

defined in Section 2.9. 

E. Conventional WZW Lagrangian on G 

Lwzw = 8~ J da [7Jabe;ae/( aTxi8.rxj- aqxiaqxj) + 2B;j8Txiaqxj] (A. Sa) 

- 8~ j da((8rf3a8rf3b- 8uf3a8uf3b)(F(Hadj))ac1Jcb 

+28rf3a( G( Hadj) )a c1Jcb8uf3b) (A.Sb) 

G(H) = N(H) = (eiH- e-iH)- 2iH 
(iH) 2 . 

(A.Sc) 

The g form of the conventional WZW action is given in (2.1.9). 

Appendix B: Identities on G 

We list some useful identities on the affine Lie group G (analogous to those on G 

in Appendix A) including in particular the explicit /3-basis forms of various quanti

ties which are central to the proofs of Section 2.9, 2.10 and 2.11. Here Ja(m), a = 

1 ... dimg, m E 71.. are the current modes and xiJJ., i = 1 ... dimg, J..l E 71.. are the co

ordinates on the reduced affine group manifold. Einstein and tangent-space indices 

are A,r = (iJ..L,y) and L,!lf = (am,y,.) respectively, and :h = (Ja(m),k) are the 

generators of the affine group. 

A. Reduced group element and adjoint action. 

A '7 A-1 A M '7 
9vL9 = H£ vM, 

n Y•
~'am -

( 

-ifPdJ 1) bn 
e A - (fiadj) Y•. 

fladj bn 
am 
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(B.1d) 



The quantities ~am,bn and fadj are the rescaled Killing metric (see Section 2. 7) and 

the adjoint representation of the affine algebra. 

B. Vielbeins and inverse vielbeins. 

- L M A L 
e;J-t = -e;J-t f!M , - ;J-l (A-1) Me iJ-t eL =- H L M 

eiH -1 
M(H) = iH . 

(B.2a) 

(B.2b) 

(B.2c) 

(B.2d) 

The Cartan-Maurer and inverse Cartan-Maurer relations in (B.2b) hold also for e ~ e. 
C. Antisymmetric tensor field. 

BA . . _ 8· Qbna. Qam (N(HA adj)) c,-n tJ-t;Jv - tJ-tf/ Jvf/ T/bc am ' 
eiH - e-iH - 2iH 

N(H) = (iH) 2 (B.3a) 

Y• _ 1 (BA jv ab bm) A Y• e;J-l - 2 iJ-t,jvea,-m Tf - e;J-l ~ Lbm (B.3b) 

(B.3c) 

A A A z A 
8;J-tBjv,kp + ajvBkp,iJ-t + akpBiJ-t,JV = XTr(e;J-l[ejv, ekp]) (B.3d) 

a (BA kp abo Y•) ( · · ) bn am + cpA Y• iJ-t jv,kpea,-m Tf Hbm - ZJ.l +-+) V = e;J-l ejv Jam,bn Hcp · (B.3e) 

T and Tr are the matrix representations of the affine algebra and the reduced traces 

discussed in Section 2. 7. 

D. Affine Lie derivatives. 

E ( ) _ iJ-t . (BA) + ~kn Y• _ (C(HA adj)) bn ·k Qbn(D(HA adj)) cpA a m - eam PtJ-t 2 ~Lam - am Pbn - z nfJ bn T/cp,am 

(B.4a) 

E- ( ) _ - iJ-t . (BA) 1 kn Y• _ (C- (HA adj)) bn + ·k Qbn(D- (HA adj)) cpA a m - eam PtJ-t - 2 Ham - am Pbn z nfJ bn T/cp,am 

A 1 A • bA 
(B) - kB JV a n Y• PiJ-t = PiJ-t - 2 iJ-t,jvea,-m T/ ~ Lbm , 

iH 
C(H) = B , 

et -1 

- iH 
C(H) = B , 

e-t - 1 

D(H) = e-iH- 1 + iH 
iH(e-iH- 1) 

- eiH- 1- iH 
D(H) = iH(eiH- 1) . 
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(B.4c) 

(B.4d) 

(B.4e) 



The canonical momenta PiJ.L and Pam, which can be classical or quantum, are defined 

in Sections 2.4 and 2.9. 

E. Mechanical WZW Lagrangian on G. 

(B.5a) 

~(8T(3amaT(3bn + m(3amn(3bn)(F(ifadj))amcprlcp,bn 

+~8 (3am(G(ifadj)) cpii in(3bn 
2 

T am 'JCp,bn (B.5b) 

2 _ eiH _ e-iH 

F(H) = H2 ' 
G(H) = N(H) = ( eiH- e-iH) - 2iH 

( iH)2- . (B.5c) 

The purely group-theoretic forms of the mechanical action on G are given in eqs.(2.5. 7) 

and (2.11.3). 
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